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Executive Summary
Our economy and quality of life are more closely tied to reliable electric service than ever
before. Consumers and businesses are ever more dependent on the electric devices in
their homes and businesses for every day life and comfort. We are in an era where even
momentary outages create major inconveniences and economic losses, and multi-day
outages are viewed by many as intolerable.
According to the Electric Reliability Organization (ERO), which was recently created
from the North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC), demand for electricity is
expected to increase over the next ten years by nineteen percent in the U.S. This increase
in demand for electricity will require construction of additional power plants and
transmission and distribution infrastructure. This increase in demand will also require
that the electric utility industry carefully maintain and upgrade its existing transmission
and distribution infrastructure if service reliability is to be kept at an acceptable level.
St. Louis is often referred to, by those who deal with storm restoration efforts, as an
“urban forest.” While this greatly enhances the city’s beauty and helps people keep their
utility bills lower than they would be otherwise during normal summer and winter
weather, this density of large old-growth trees represents a risk to utility service
following storms with high winds or heavy ice accumulations.
This report examines AmerenUE’s storm outage planning and restoration effort following
the severe storms on July 19th and 21st of this year. As discussed in the Storm Arrival
Times & Intensities section of this report, these storms were extraordinary in terms of
their wind speeds and direction and the fact that they occurred only two days apart.
These storms plunged hundreds of thousands of customers into darkness on July 19th.
Many of these customers then had to endure no air conditioning on July 20th, one of the
hottest days on record this year. This was a life threatening situation to many, and all
available city, county, and state resources were activated to respond. Staff is sincerely
grateful for the many utility personnel and contractors that came to Missouri to help and
worked long hours under dangerous conditions in sweltering weather.
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This is the third consecutive year that AmerenUE has experienced significant major
storm outages. Staff conducted informal investigations following the storms in 2004 and
2005. Both of these Staff reports can be accessed at the following links:
2004 Report: http://psc.mo.gov/publications/UE_Storm_Rest_Report.pdf
2005 Report: http://psc.mo.gov/publications/UE_Storm_Rest_Report_2005.pdf
The number of customers without service following the major storms in 2004 and 2005 is
shown in the following table:
Restoration Time
(Percent Restored)
2005 Storm 2004 Storms
Less than 24 Hours

51%

78%

Less than 48 Hours

74%

95%

Less than 72 Hours

94%

99%

Less than 96 Hours

99%

100%

Customers Restored

216,548

224,672

The following table shows the rate of outage restoration in Missouri following the storms
on July 19, 2006 (provided by AmerenUE, from Outage Analysis System (OAS) data):
Customers

Total Customers

% Restored

Cumulative

Restored per Day

Restored

per Day

% Restored

1

109,173

109,173

17%

17%

07/21/06 18h

2

93,942

203,115

15%

31%

07/22/06 18h

3

96,745

299,860

15%

46%

07/23/06 18h

4

85,486

385,346

13%

60%

07/24/06 18h

5

67,380

452,726

10%

70%

07/25/06 18h

6

52,599

505,325

8%

78%

07/26/06 18h

7

47,257

552,582

7%

86%

07/27/06 18h

8

49,837

602,419

8%

93%

07/28/06 23h

9

43,692

646,111

7%

100%

Date/Time

Days

07/20/06 18h
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Staff and AmerenUE were in contact daily during this restoration effort. AmerenUE
provided Staff, by email, the information that it provided to local St. Louis media every
morning and afternoon.

The media information included the number of customers

without electrical service and the progress of the restoration of service.

The

www.ameren.com Outage Map was accessed by Staff frequently to review restoration
status by zip code during this restoration effort.

Staff also participated in the

SEMA/EOC meetings to gather information on utility related emergencies and provide
assistance wherever possible.
In addition to teleconferences during the outage restoration effort, the Staff met with the
personnel responsible for implementing AmerenUE’s restoration plan at AmerenUE’s
Emergency Operations Center (EOC) in St. Louis several times. At the first meeting,
AmerenUE provided the Staff with information responsive to a list of areas Staff had
expressed an interest in discussing. The Staff followed up this meeting with additional
questions and meetings to discuss AmerenUE’s responses.
AmerenUE activated its EOC promptly as the storms on July 19th were impacting the St.
Louis area.

Shortly after activating its EOC, AmerenUE started seeking assistance

through its Mutual Assistance Agreements.

Initially some utilities were hesitant to

release crews due to extremely hot weather causing peak demand conditions on their
systems and the forecast for more severe weather. On July 21st the ability to receive
additional assistance improved significantly as the probability of additional severe
weather diminished.
AmerenUE is currently addressing its backlog of tree trimming along urban and rural
circuits within its Missouri service territory.

AmerenUE is in compliance with its

agreement to address this backlog on or before December 31, 2008. Associated with this
investigation, Staff carefully reviewed a number of outage metrics and has concluded that
more aggressive programs for clearing vegetation from feeders and sub-transmission
lines should be implemented by AmerenUE if damage from future storms is to be
reduced.
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It must, however, be emphasized that even if all of the trees in AmerenUE’s service
territory were trimmed per current procedures immediately before these storms hit the St.
Louis area, much of the damage observed would have still occurred. Significant damage
to AmerenUE’s system was caused by trees and tree limbs that would not be removed by
AmerenUE’s current trimming programs or are not on AmerenUE’s right-of-way.
Staff carefully reviewed AmerenUE’s call center operations in light of a number of
telecommunications and website problems early on in this major outage restoration. The
number of customers without power in this outage was unprecedented. It overloaded
AmerenUE’s website and contributed to the telecommunications problems experienced.
The website problem has been addressed by AmerenUE and they plan to make further
enhancements in the future in this area. Problems experienced by those trying to call
AmerenUE to report their outage early on were caused by a network protective measure
implemented by AT&T referred to as “call gapping.”

Staff has included a

recommendation in this report relative to this issue.
Staff received numerous consumer complaints during and following this major outage
restoration effort. Additional public comments and complaints were received during the
public hearings held in this case. As discussed in the Call Center Operations section of
this report, problems with telecommunications early on in the restoration effort
contributed to the number of complaints. Many customers also expressed concerns with
the status of tree trimming along power lines and the length of time they were without
service. Frequency of outages not related to storms was also something noted in the
public hearings. Associated with this investigation, Staff looked at a number of general
reliability related items, and this report includes several recommendations in this area
based on Staff’s observations.
AmerenUE’s compliance with recommendations in the 2005 Storm Report was also
assessed. Staff believes that AmerenUE has adequately addressed, or is adequately
working to address, Staff’s recommendations in the 2005 Storm Report.
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Staff reviewed AmerenUE’s restoration planning process, and based on comparisons with
restoration practices literature from several sources, concluded that AmerenUE’s
planning process was well developed. Staff also concluded, based on comparisons with
other storm restoration efforts around the country, that AmerenUE’s restoration effort
was well executed. This does not mean that Staff did not find areas where it has
recommendations for improvement.
As noted in the Commission Order creating this case, utility services other than electric
were impacted.

In the SEMA/EOC meetings and the public hearings in this case,

problems with telecommunications and water utility service were noted.

Staff has

assessed the impacts of extended power outages on these utilities, and the Other Utility
Impacts section of this report provides observations and recommendations in these areas.
As used in this report, AmerenUE refers to Union Electric Company d/b/a AmerenUE, an
electric utility the Commission regulates, and Ameren refers to the parent of AmerenUE
– Ameren Corporation. The Commission does not regulate Ameren Corporation. Where
Company is used in this report regarding an electric utility, this is generally referring to
Ameren Corporation.
Staff’s recommendations are inserted in the sections of this report where their basis is
established. The first group of recommendations below is specific to Staff’s observations
related to storm outage planning and restoration efforts following the July 19th and 21st
storms. The second group of recommendations below is specific to Staff’s observations
regarding general reliability and infrastructure maintenance.
Recommendations Specific to Outage Planning & Restoration:
1) Staff should conduct a roundtable with all the electric utilities in Missouri to discuss
best practices in restoration planning and execution.
2) AmerenUE should continue to enhance its safety programs to identify and make
downed lines safe after a major outage event.
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3) AmerenUE should continue to maintain its mutual assistance agreements, and in each
major restoration effort evaluate the necessity of utilizing these agreements so that it will
have access to such resources when needed.
4) AmerenUE should explore the structure of a mutual assistance agreement with the
Association of Missouri Electric Cooperatives (AMEC) for future emergencies where
either AmerenUE or one or more of the electric cooperatives needs assistance following
major storms like those experienced on July 19th and 21st.
5) AmerenUE should either maintain or have the ability to produce up-to-date maps of its
infrastructure and roads to supply to crews during major outage events.
6) AmerenUE should continue to work toward elimination of its trimming backlog per its
prior agreement with the Staff in Case No. EW-2004-0583.
7) Adopt and implement a Commission rule to require each electric utility to annually
submit a report on its vegetation management program’s structure, objectives, status, and
funding.
8) AmerenUE should implement vegetation management programs that:
a) Target more substantial removal of vegetation along power lines throughout its
system, including side clearances and overhangs, along feeders and subtransmission systems.
b) Target removal of problem trees within the utility’s easement and possible
replacement with ornamental trees or other low-growing vegetation.
c) Target communications with landowners, who have trees off the right-of-way that
represent a significant risk to sub-transmission and feeder lines, to find reasonable
means to reduce the outage risk from these trees.
d) Trim trees in areas with particularly high densities of vegetation on a more
frequent basis. Currently urban areas are targeted for a four-year cycle; it may be
appropriate to go to a three-year cycle in some areas.
9) AmerenUE should include a clear message within the Voice Response Unit (VRU)
script to address non-pay disconnections during the course of major storm outage
restorations.
10) AmerenUE should continue discussions with AT&T regarding notification whenever
call gapping is to be implemented on switches that affect the provision of critical
AmerenUE services.
11) AmerenUE should promote customer registration on its website to ensure that
customers can access customer-specific information on service restoration in the event of
a storm related outage.
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12) City and county agencies, in conjunction with AmerenUE, should facilitate the
development of neighborhood watch groups, or assess the ability of the current Operation
Weather Survival (OWS) network system, to check on special needs customers during an
extended outage.
13) AmerenUE should continue to make efforts to improve participation in the Storm
Schools it offers for the media, fire, police, city and county officials.
14) AmerenUE should further enhance its communications with field crews performing
restoration work regarding AmerenUE’s authority to cut trees outside of its right-of-way
for the purpose of accessing its right-of-way for storm restoration work.
15) While centralization of AmerenUE’s storm restoration process has brought about a
number of coordination efficiencies, Staff believes that district managers should be
available to local officials to deal with emergency situations and be provided with
authority to request priority treatment of projects in their areas that require special
attention.
16) AmerenUE’s participation in the SEMA/EOC coordination phone calls during this
restoration effort was extremely helpful to all the agencies involved. Staff recommends
that SEMA request that each electric utility with damaged infrastructure attend and
actively participate in all future storm restoration efforts where the level of damage
prompts SEMA/EOC activation.
17) AmerenUE provided its storm center direct number to several city, county and state
officials. Several officials reported that having this number available was extremely
helpful to them. AmerenUE also reported that the calls received on this number did help
it prioritize work on several critical projects. Unfortunately, AmerenUE also reported
that too many individuals distributed this number to a broader group than it was intended
to be provided to and at times issues that were not of a critical nature were being called in
on this number, reducing the efficiency of personnel tracking outage repairs and
dispatching crews. Staff recommends that AmerenUE continue to provide this number to
key officials but caution these officials to be very careful in their distribution of this
number, and that it be used only for emergency purposes.
18) (Telecommunications) The Commission may want to give consideration to expanding
its current back-up power requirement to include battery reserves and/or generators for
Digital Line Carrier and node locations as well as the customer’s location.
19) (Water) Missouri American Water Company (MAWC) should assess additional
methods to get information to customers regarding boil orders, if any, during major
outage events when customers do not have access to the normal media they use to receive
information. These additional means may include the OWS network system, the Post
Office, flyers posted at shopping centers, super markets, gas stations, and other locations
where people are likely to read a notice.
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20) (Water) MAWC should assess whether it needs to have on-site back-up generators
installed, or have access to portable generators, at its major production facilities in order
to provide reliable water service in the future given the outage history they have
experienced at these facilities.
Recommendations Specific to Reliability & Infrastructure Maintenance:
1) Adopt and implement a Commission rule that requires electric utilities to annually
report certain standard reliability metrics, their programs for attaining or improving these
metrics, the status of these programs, and program funding levels.
2) Adopt and implement a Commission rule that requires electric utilities to annually
submit a report on the structure, objectives, status, and funding of their transmission and
distribution infrastructure inspection and maintenance programs.
3) AmerenUE should assess its current non-feeder distribution pole inspection programs
and report to Staff within 180 days on which of the following approaches it believes is
appropriate regarding maintenance and inspection of these distribution poles:
a) Enhance its existing distribution pole audit programs (overhead circuit inspection
program and pole attachment audits) to increase the likelihood that these audits
will identify distribution poles that should be rejected or receive additional
treatment to extend their useful life;
b) Implement a new program specifically for inspection of distribution poles that is
structured to have a high likelihood of identifying poles that should be rejected or
receive additional treatment to extend their useful life;
c) Demonstrate that the current rate of replacement of distribution poles is consistent
with the anticipated average age of currently installed distribution poles and their
expected useful life, and therefore, no distribution pole audit program changes are
appropriate at this time; or
d) Propose an alternate approach to those programs noted above.
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Storm Arrival Times & Intensities
In July of this year a deadly heat wave developed across much of the United States.
Temperatures throughout much of the country topped out above the century mark with
heat indices approaching 115o F in St. Louis. According to the National Oceanic and
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), this July was the second warmest since 1895. The
National Weather Service (NWS) reported that, in all, twenty-two deaths in ten states
were blamed on the excessive heat during this heat wave. This heat wave was eventually
broken by a series of frontal systems in late July.
The first of two series of severe thunderstorms hit the St. Louis metropolitan area on July
19th at approximately 6:20 PM. These thunderstorms were described as follows by the
NWS (link: http://www.crh.noaa.gov/lsx/?n=july_2006 ):
On July 19th, after reaching a high temperature of 100 degrees, a cluster
of thunderstorms, also known as a mesoscale convective system, formed
across Northern Illinois and propogated southwest across West
Central Illinois and Eastern Missouri. The outflow boundary and the
thunderstorm complex produced straight-line winds or downbursts that
created widespread wind damage from Central Illinois across the St. Louis
Metropolitan Area and into the Eastern Ozarks. The damage sustained in
the St. Louis Metropolitan Area was consistent with wind speeds between
70 and 80 mph. Areas of damage across Illinois suggested that wind
speeds could have approached 90 mph. Two tornado tracks were also
uncovered across Southwest Illinois near the towns of Bunker Hill and
Edwardsville. Over 500,000 customers were left without power, and
thus no air conditioning.
A State of Emergency was declared for the St. Louis Area, and Governor
Matt Blunt called in the National Guard to help with heat evacuations
and clean-up efforts from the severe thunderstorms. The temperature rose
near 100 degrees once again on Thursday and heat index values were as
high as 115 degrees in the affected region.
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NWS Downburst & Microburst Map for July 19, 2006 Storms:

A trained spotter in Jefferson County, Missouri reported ninety-two mph wind gusts.
NWS spotters reported extensive damage to trees in the St. Louis metropolitan area
following these storms. Reports were also received of tractor-trailers being blown over
and buildings being damaged. Unfortunately, the weather pattern that spawned these
storms did little to lessen the extraordinarily high temperatures being experienced in St.
Louis.
AmerenUE activated its EOC at approximately 6:40 PM on July 19th in response to the
extensive damage that these storms were causing to its distribution system in the St.
Louis area. This series of storms was declared a Level III (major) event. This level of
storm is the most intense recognized in AmerenUE’s Electric Emergency Restoration
Plan (EERP). This guide has been developed by AmerenUE to communicate policy
regarding EOC operations and to serve as a reference tool for managing restoration
following major storms.
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Storm levels defined in the EERP outline the response necessary to get customers back in
service based upon the number of customers affected and the extent of damage.
AmerenUE later determined, based on NWS information, that these thunderstorms had
contained downbursts – straight-line winds of at least seventy-five mph that were
sustained for as long as five minutes. A Category one hurricane has winds rated at
seventy-four mph.
Governor Matt Blunt issued a series of Executive Orders immediately after these storms
had impacted the St. Louis area activating emergency management organizations,
including the State of Missouri Emergency Management Agency (SEMA).
In a St. Louis Post-Dispatch article on August 13, 2006, referencing damage to Tower
Grove Park, sources reported that “114 trees overturned, and 100 more may need to be
cut down” and “The storm was the second worst to hit the park since it was founded in
1868. The only event more destructive was the Great Cyclone of 1896…”
Link

to

website

providing

details

on

the

Great

(http://www.usgennet.org/usa/mo/county/stlouis/cyclone.htm).
Picture from this website link of damage in St. Louis:
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Cyclone

of

1896:

Information on the Great Cyclone of 1896 describes wind speeds approaching eighty mph
and a large tornado. In meetings with Staff, AmerenUE has stated that it believes the
July 19th storm was a 1 in 100 year storm. Evidence of other damaging storms in 1924,
1927 and 1959 has been reviewed, but Staff has not yet found evidence of a more
destructive thunderstorm in Missouri in the last 100 years.
A second series of severe thunderstorms hit the St. Louis metropolitan area on July 21st at
approximately 10:50 AM. These thunderstorms were described as follows by the NWS:
Another complex of severe thunderstorms formed across Central Missouri
during the morning of July 21st on the trailing end of an outflow boundary
from overnight convection across Southern Iowa and Northern Missouri.
This cluster of thunderstorms formed into a bow echo as they pushed
across the St. Louis Metropolitan Area producing another swath of wind
damage from Central Missouri to Central Illinois. To the north of the apex
of the bow a strong circulation produced several tornadoes. This led to
many additional power outages and complicated clean up efforts from the
July 19th storm damage. Some people who had just gotten their power
back from the previous storm suddenly found themselves in the dark once
again.
Trained spotters again reported high wind speeds and extensive damage to trees and
structures.

In this series of storms, one tree that was blown over killed a person.

Fortunately, the frontal system that spawned these storms brought somewhat cooler
temperatures, which was a welcomed change for the hundreds of thousands of people in
the region still without power to operate air conditioning and the utility work crews
working long hours outdoors.
Staff contacted Midwest ISO (MISO) regarding transmission damage from these storms,
and MISO confirmed that several high voltage transmission lines, over 100 kV, were
damaged by these storms. In total, one 345 kV transmission line was out of service for
forty-five hours and seven 138 kV transmission lines were out of service for an average
of twenty-seven hours. MISO noted that they operated the electrical transmission power
system for this area within defined operating criteria while these transmission systems
were repaired.
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In the September 2006 edition of Forest Park Forever and Today an article titled Summer
Storms Sock It to Forest Park Trees, Gary Bess, the Parks, Recreation and Forestry
Director is attributed with estimating “that the July storm took out 15% of the trees in the
City of St. Louis.” Regarding damage in Forest Park, the article goes on to say that:
“More than 125 trees were downed by the storms, with many more damaged to the extent
that they must be removed due to safety concerns. Large limbs and debris littered the
park as they did in neighborhoods all over the region.”
Appendices G and H of this report include pictures and news articles from the St. Louis
area after the storms on July 19th and 21st. These pictures and stories provide a graphic
testimony of the severity of these storms and the extraordinary damage they inflicted in
the St. Louis area. In an effort to compare the damage to infrastructure as a result of
these storms versus past storms, St. Louis City Street Department data from this storm
was compared to past storm observations.
According to AmerenUE, the City of St. Louis Street Department provided the following
observations regarding damage from the July 19th and 21st storms:
Street Lights Blown Over = 90 (typically 10 to 12 in a major storm)
Broken Traffic Light Mast Arms = 45 (never more than 6 previously)
Damaged Traffic Signal Heads = 182 (typically 10 to 12 in a major storm)
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When the paths of the storms on July 19th and 21st are overlaid on a map with electric
outages plotted, the relationship between storm damage and outages is obvious (source:
National Weather Service & Ameren Outage Analysis Maps):

As a result of these storms, on July 21, 2006, President Bush declared a Federal
Emergency (Source: www.fema.gov, release number HQ-06-112):
“…President Bush declared an emergency exists in the State of Missouri
and ordered Federal aid to supplement State and local recovery efforts in
the area struck by severe storms beginning on July 19, 2006, and
continuing…”
On August 21, 2006, Staff interviewed Ben Miller of the NWS associated with its
analysis of the intensity of these weather events. When asked about the intensity of these
storms, the paths they took, and the frequency of storms with this intensity, Mr. Miller
shared a number of thoughts. Mr. Miller did believe that these storms were certainly
stronger than normal thunderstorms, and he further noted that the St. Louis area had not
experienced storms like these in quite a while.
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Regarding the storms’ paths, Mr. Miller thought that having the storms’ “strongest cores”
go right over the city was certainly unusual, and that coincidence more than anything else
resulted in the storms observed over the city. Mr. Miller also stated that the path of the
July 19th storm was particularly unusual. When asked about wind speeds, Mr. Miller
thought that wind speeds of eighty to ninety mph were observed at several locations in
these storms and that the state of Missouri may observe storms of this intensity perhaps
once or twice every five years. Mr. Miller also stated that he believed that the direction
of the wind in the July 19th storms likely contributed to the extent of damage to trees as
different sets of trees were exposed to high wind velocities from new directions versus
those experienced in past storms. Mr. Miller also noted that these storms had high
microburst velocities that may have also contributed to the extent of damage.
Early in the 2006 thunderstorm season another major outage that was not as broadly
covered by the media occurred on April 2, 2006. This series of thunderstorms was
described by the NWS as follows:
A line of severe thunderstorms developed during the afternoon across
Central Missouri and quickly raced east across Eastern Missouri and into
Central Illinois spawning tornadoes and bringing damaging winds in
excess of 70 mph to a large portion of the St. Louis Metropolitan Area.
Over 200,000 people lost power during the height of the storm. In
addition, hail ranging from pea to baseball size was observed. Believe it or
not, things could have been much worse across the area if this event would
have taken place just a few weeks later. Thankfully, most of the trees had
just began to bud, and there was little if any visible foliage. If this
widespread severe wind event would have occurred when the trees had
leaves on them, the number of people without power would have easily
been doubled. During this event the National Weather Service in Saint
Louis issued 65 warnings and received over a 160 severe weather reports.
Two fatalities have been confirmed from this severe weather event in the
St. Louis County Warning Area.
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While the frequency and intensity of storms impacting St. Louis has certainly been
extraordinary, and the associated damage to infrastructure particularly annoying to
customers without power, it does not appear that an increasing frequency of severe
storms is only being observed in St. Louis.

AmerenUE has been researching the

frequency of severe storms as captured by the Energy Information Administration (EIA)
and provided Staff with the following graph based on its analysis:

In Staff’s view, AmerenUE adequately tracked the risk potential of these storms before
they hit the St. Louis area and had procedures in place that appropriately assessed the
damage to its distribution infrastructure immediately after these storms. Staff has no
recommendations in this area at this time.
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The Storm Restoration Planning Process & AmerenUE’s Response
This section of Staff’s report examines AmerenUE’s planning for major storm outages
and their execution of that plan.

Unfortunately, this is the third consecutive year

AmerenUE has experienced major outages from severe thunderstorms. Each of these
past restoration efforts has come with lessons for the future. In this investigation, Staff
started its review by looking at other state commission storm examination reports as well
as literature on storm restoration planning and execution.
One of the documents used by Staff in its analysis was Mercer Management Consulting’s
Improving Storm Restoration Performance, @ 2006. Link to this document:
(http://www.mercermc.com/Perspectives/Perspectives_pdfs/StormReadiness.pdf)
Another document used by Staff in its analysis was Transmission and Distribution World
magazine, August 2005 edition, article titled Hurricane Restoration at Its Finest by Ellen
Parson.
A review of common best practices from these documents and others yields the following
primary categories of major storm restoration planning and execution activities:
System Storm Center & Operations
9 Having a Robust Crisis Management Plan & Sticking to It
9 Employees Are Trained & Ready to Respond in Their Roles
9 Storm Tracking & Notification System
9 Damage Assessment & Repair Teams Trained & Ready to Respond
9 Strong Mutual Assistance Agreements – Tree Trimming & Lineman
9 Continuous Effective Communications (Hardened Facilities)
9 Continuous Prioritization of Restoration Focus
9 Repairing Health, Safety, Fire, Police, Water & Sewer Facilities Quickly
9 Repairing Backbone Systems
9 Identifying and “Making Safe” Downed Lines
9 Scheduling of Necessary Personnel in Operations
9 Maintenance & Replacement Programs for Critical Infrastructure
9 Holding Regularly Scheduled, But Brief, Update Meetings to Discuss Status &
Goals
9 Maintain Flexibility for Changing Circumstances
9 Presence at Emergency Operations Centers in Affected Areas
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Staging & Logistics
9 Equipment Inventory, Resupply Provisions & Distribution
9 Advance Preparation of Equipment Supply Chain
9 Identify Potential Pinch Points & Address Them
9 Crew Safety & System Orientation Training
9 System Mapping & Restoration Procedures
9 Meal Planning & Distribution
9 Truck Fueling & Security
9 Soiled Clothing Pick-Up, Laundry & Return
9 Staging Site Agreements with Shopping Centers, Hotels, Schools and Airports
Corporate Communications
9 Pre-Storm Checklist for Customers
9 Consistent Message with Best Available Information
9 Regular Communications with All Media
9 Arrange Press Tours of Damaged Areas
9 Educate Consumers of Reasonable Expectations
9 Specific Communications with Large Customers
9 Website Information for Those with Access to Computers
9 Call-Center People Having Access to Current Status Information
9 Generator Use Safety Notifications
Community & Customer Relations
9 Up-To-Date Contact Information & Keep State and Local Officials in Loop
9 Listen to Local Government & County Agency Priority Needs
9 Work Closely with Local Officials in Communicating Status
9 Conduct Regional Community Disaster Response Workshops
Looking Back & Looking Forward
9 Corporate Culture That Seeks Feedback on What Went Well & What Didn’t
9 Root Cause Analysis of Major Problems & Assessment of Ways to Improve in
Future
9 Look for Ways to Reduce Future Storm Impacts on System
9 Workforce Recognition & Recovery
Staff notes that the list above does not include a number of elements specific to
hurricanes, especially related to the ability to anticipate the approach of a severe storm
and pre-deploy resources to areas expected to be impacted. Severe storms in Missouri do
not generally come with nearly as much advance notice as a hurricane.
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After reviewing the above list of primary elements of major outage restoration plans,
Staff reviewed AmerenUE’s restoration plan. Staff stepped through each of the items
identified in the list above and found that AmerenUE’s EERP, or other procedures,
include all of the identified major elements. This observation does not mean that all
elements were carried out flawlessly, only that AmerenUE’s EERP does compare
favorably with other best practices documents. In other sections of this report, Staff has
identified a number of recommendations that if implemented may improve AmerenUE’s
ability to respond to major storm outages in the future.
Staff notes that even the best restoration plan does not assure a good restoration outcome
following a major storm outage.

To assess outcomes it is necessary to perform

comparative studies of AmerenUE’s restoration effort to other past restoration efforts. A
document that was helpful in Staff’s investigation in this area was Edison Electric
Institute’s (EEI) Utility Storm Restoration Response by Brad Johnson, an independent
energy advisor, issued in January 2004. Link to this report:
(http://www.eei.org/industry_issues/reliability/power_outages/StormRestoreReport.pdf)
This report examines utility responses to forty-four major storms between 1989 and 2003.
Staff took the data from this report and compared restoration statistics from this report to
statistics from AmerenUE’s restoration efforts in 2004, 2005 and this year.

Staff

provides its analyses in the following graphs with one caution: storms, their impacts on
utility systems, and utility restoration performance may vary dramatically depending on a
number of factors such as the percentage of the utility’s total system damaged and the
density of trees in the areas impacted.
The first two comparisons Staff looked at were the number of customers restored per day
and the average length of outage per 100,000 customers without service. As can be seen
in the graph below, AmerenUE restored more than the average number of customers per
day.
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The graph below looks at this data in terms of average restoration timeframe per 100,000
customers experiencing an outage. As this graph shows, AmerenUE restored customers
faster than the average outage length per 100,000 customers experiencing an outage.
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Staff then examined the productivity of restoration workers based on the number of
customers restored per restoration worker. As this graph shows, AmerenUE’s restoration
crews restored more than the average number of customers per restoration worker.
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In response to concerns about poorly maintained infrastructure contributing to the extent
of damage to AmerenUE’s system, Staff looked at the number of broken poles,
transformers and conductor miles that had to be replaced per 1,000 customers
experiencing an outage. The following three graphs show that AmerenUE’s system
experienced a lower than average frequency of broken poles, damaged transformers and
replaced conductors associated with this outage restoration effort.
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Based on these comparative studies and the content of AmerenUE’s EERP versus best
practices documents, Staff believes that AmerenUE’s response to this outage event was
well executed. This finding does not however mean that AmerenUE has adequately
hardened its system to reduce the extent of outages from major storms. In this report
Staff has provided several recommendations regarding additional programs to reduce the
impact of future storms on AmerenUE’s system.
Staff believes that in order to bring all the electric utilities in Missouri up-to-date on best
practices regarding storm restoration planning and execution a roundtable is appropriate.
Recommendation: Staff should conduct a roundtable with all the electric utilities in
Missouri to discuss best practices in restoration planning and execution.
For additional information on AmerenUE’s major outage planning process and how they
restore power, go to the following link:
(http://www.ameren.com/Outage/ADC_RS_StormCenter.asp)
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Storm Center Operations & Outage Tracking
Just as in the storms of 2004 and 2005, AmerenUE utilized its Outage Analysis System
(OAS) to track and coordinate restoration of outages. However, the number of outage
orders created by the storms this year was approximately 14,800 compared to 6,800 in the
2005 storms and 6,900 in the 2004 storms. AmerenUE managed the restoration effort
from its EOC by coordinating the callout of crews from other districts and the scheduling
and delivery of necessary resources. Local managers directed the response in the field.
The OAS provided the electronic capacity for the storm coordinator to manage the
restoration. Input to the OAS included information from the Call Center from customers
and electronic information from the CellNet automatic meter reading (AMR) system.
The OAS groups the information from various sources, estimates where the system fault
has occurred, and provides this information to the service crews to speed the restoration
of service. The ability of OAS to identify likely faults in the system, and extensive
utilization of troublemen in the field, was essential for identifying and prioritizing work
crew assignments.
Work orders are sent to laptop computers in the service trucks where they are accepted by
the servicemen and cleared when completed. One new technology in the OAS system
that was being tested in the 2005 storm response and was again used in response to the
2006 storms was the use of voice recognition technology by field checkers when they
called in information from the field. This technology is in its roll-out phase and is
continuing to be developed.
The OAS also has the ability to produce graphical representations of areas where
customers are currently without service and where customers have recently had their
service restored. The images on the next two pages are from AmerenUE’s OAS. They
show the areas where customers experienced outages and the period over which service
was restored to all customers.
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July 19, 2006 8 PM

July 20, 2006 8 PM

July 21, 2006 8 PM

July 22, 2006 8 PM

July 23, 2006 8 PM

July 24, 2006 8 PM
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July 25, 2006 8 PM

July 26, 2006 8 PM

July 27, 2006 8 PM

July 28, 2006 8 PM

July 29, 2006 8 PM

July 30, 2006 8 PM
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The following graph illustrates the rate of restoration following these storms on a total
Missouri system basis (from Ameren OAS):

Missouri - July 2006 Storms
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The difference in customer numbers between the “# Custs Restored on Orders” versus the
“# Cust 1 Time (Out)” lines illustrates the number of customers that were impacted by
more than one damaged element that needed to be repaired before their service could be
restored. In an outage event of this magnitude it is relatively common to observe that
many customers were actually prevented from receiving power by multiple faults
between them and the substation they usually receive power from.
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During this outage restoration effort some customers asked for data regarding the outages
by County. Peak numbers of outages by County in Missouri are provided in the table
below:

State

County

Total

MO

FRANKLIN
JEFFERSON
SAINT CHARLES
SAINT FRANCOIS
SAINT LOUIS
SAINT LOUIS CITY
WASHINGTON
Counties w/less than 5000 out
MO Total

17,944
48,720
59,200
18,071
351,800
121,323
10,140
18,348
645,546

AmerenUE began calling out its own linemen and field resources at approximately 6:40
PM on July 19th. The Mutual Assistance Agreements section of this report provides
details on the number of personnel activated and time frame over which they arrived.
Staging sites for three of the Missouri material trailers had been set up and the trailers had
been deployed within hours of the passing of the storm with a fourth set up at a later date.
Field checking resources and wire watchers were activated at 9 PM on July 19th.
In interviews with AmerenUE they indicated that the restoration effort following these
storms consumed approximately five months of common line hardware. In the days
following the July 19th and 21st storms, in Missouri and Illinois Ameren installed 1,551
utility poles, 1,515 transformers, 400 miles of wire and cable and approximately 156
miles of electrical tape.
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The crews working this restoration generally worked from 5 AM to 11 PM. Some crews
did however sometimes work through the night. Crews were not released by Ameren
until all work was assigned and remaining crews would not have been productive. A few
crews were, however, recalled by their own utilities and left in the final days of the
restoration effort before their release by Ameren.
In addition to the linemen, troublemen and tree clearing crews, AmerenUE has
checkers/damage assessors, public safety advisors (PSAs) and crew guides in the field.
The field checkers typically went out in advance of the tree crews to determine what
types of crews and equipment were needed in each area so that AmerenUE’s resources
could be used most efficiently. The PSAs had many duties, helping wherever possible,
including relieving policemen guarding downed wires so that the policemen could be
used elsewhere.
While the use of field checkers helped AmerenUE utilize its resources better, it often
confused the public because they saw utility personnel come to their area and then leave
without doing anything to restore power. Even after the field checkers make their
assessment, it may be hours or days before the appropriate crews return to get power
restored to these customers. This sometimes results in angry customers who believe that
AmerenUE did little and was very inefficient. In fact, AmerenUE was assessing the
situation to see how best to restore power to all its customers. For each of the three major
storm events of the last three years, AmerenUE increased the number of field checkers
and found them very beneficial to the process of restoring customers’ service.
Prioritization of repairs is an issue brought up in any major outage restoration effort. The
effort following the storms on July 19th and 21st was certainly no exception.
AmerenUE’s restoration plan is structured to restore the greatest number of customers in
the minimum period of time. Without any other influences, this plan would likely restore
the “average” customer in the minimum period of time possible. Other influences do
however result in outage extensions to the average customer without power. These
influences can be described as life, health and safety priorities.
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In meetings and interviews with AmerenUE personnel the issue of restoration
prioritization was discussed several times. AmerenUE provided Staff with the following
description of its restoration prioritization:
•
•
•

Large transmission lines, sub transmission lines, and substations receive
top priority.
Hospitals, major police and fire stations, public works facilities are
restored next along with the backbone feeders, carrying the power from
the substations to the customers.
Ameren makes repairs that will restore the greatest number of customers
at one time – in this order:
- Lines serving large blocks of customers
- Lines serving neighborhoods with multiple customers
- Individual services are restored last because fewer customers are
involved
- During the storm, a customer could be affected by just one problem or a
combination of problems. All problems affecting that customer must be
corrected before electricity can be restored – a situation that can extend
restoration times.

During the course of Staff’s review, questions about the restoration priority for several
specific customer types were raised. For the group that is listed in AmerenUE’s second
bullet point above, several specific customer types that were discussed were nursing
homes and care facilities, mental health facilities, municipal water pumping facilities, and
telecommunication facilities.

In addition, there were discussions regarding fuel

refineries, cooling centers and gasoline stations. The following is a brief summary of
Staff’s impression of the issues related to prioritization of each of these types of facilities:
Nursing Home Facilities and Care Facilities – this customer type was identified in the
recommendations in Staff’s 2005 Storm Report. AmerenUE is continuing its effort to
address the needs of this customer type. The first step in this process is to identify the
various facilities’ locations and use GPS technology to overlay service territory by
facility category and determine impact to response based on recent storms. This topic is
discussed in more detail in the section addressing AmerenUE’s compliance with each of
the Staff’s previous recommendations in the 2005 Storm Report.
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Mental Health Facilities – This customer type actually involves two distinct facility
types: group home facilities and large complex facilities.

The Staff believes that

AmerenUE should participate in the SEMA/EOC coordination phone calls as one step
towards insuring that AmerenUE is kept informed of the needs of this customer type.
However, the Staff notes that many of these group home facilities are in residential
neighborhoods not near a feeder and AmerenUE may not be able to reasonably provide
priority service to these facilities without significantly impacting average customer
restoration rates.
Municipal Water Pumping Facilities – From Staff’s perspective, the concerns raised
regarding this customer type were sometimes due to problems communicating the needs
to AmerenUE’s EOC and not to AmerenUE’s response once this need was identified.
Several Staff recommendations in this report regarding communication should improve
this situation in the future.
Telecommunication Facilities – This is discussed in the “Other Utility Impacts” section
of this report.
Fuel Refineries – Although concerns were raised regarding a refinery in the St. Louis
metropolitan area, Staff understands that power was restored to the facility relatively
quickly. However, the facility was damaged by the storm and therefore did not return to
production before AmerenUE completed its storm restoration efforts for all of its
customers.
Cooling Centers – Although AmerenUE had direct lines of communication to various city
and county officials, others raised concerns about the restoration priority given to cooling
centers. Several recommendations in this report regarding communication may help in
the future in this area. However, the Staff observed that the locations of some cooling
centers, away from substations or feeders, limited AmerenUE’s ability to quickly restore
their power.
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Gasoline Stations – The large number of these types of facilities and the number of them
that are not located close to feeders makes it difficult for AmerenUE to effectively
prioritize these facilities. A requirement to prioritize these facilities could significantly
impact average customer restoration rates on a system-wide basis.
Downed Lines – Staff was made aware of numerous downed wires during this restoration
effort. Several comments at the public hearings in this case related to downed wires
being energized for significant amounts of time after the storms had passed.
Relative to these particular customer types, Staff does not believe that the most
appropriate course of action is to issue a broad edict that requires that all of these
facilities always receive priority restoration of service. Some of these facilities are
redundant in nature and some of them have back-up generation to serve them for a period
of time. Staff suggest that it may be more appropriate that AmerenUE instead actively
participate in the SEMA/EOC coordination meetings following major outages and
prioritization of particular facilities in need be established in these meetings as was done
this year following the storms on July 19th and 21st. Staff does however recommend that
additional measures be taken to make downed lines safe.
Recommendation: AmerenUE should continue to enhance its safety programs to
identify and make downed lines safe after a major outage event.
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Mutual Assistance Agreements
Ameren is a member utility to two mutual assistance organizations. These organizations
are the Edison Electric Institute (EEI) assistance organization and Midwest Mutual
Assistance (MMA) organization. The EEI assistance organization includes most of the
investor-owned electric utilities in the U.S.

The MMA organization consists of

approximately thirty member electric utilities that stretch from Michigan and Minnesota
in the north to Texas in the south. It ranges from Kansas to the west and Indiana on the
east. The MMA is divided into three geographic zones. Once a utility determines that it
needs assistance, it begins its request with calls for help to utility members in its zone.
The map below was provided by AmerenUE and shows the stretch of this mutual
assistance organization and the three zones. The utilities in each zone are close enough in
proximity so that assistance can reach the other utilities in the zone quickly when there is
a call for assistance. AmerenUE is situated in the middle of Zone #2.

Zone #1
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The first series of severe thunderstorms hit the northern St. Louis area at approximately
6:20 PM on July 19th. The initial call for AmerenUE crews was made at 6:40 PM when
the emergency response plan was initiated. As the level of damage to AmerenUE’s
infrastructure mounted, another call was made at approximately 8:30 PM for all
remaining Ameren (both Missouri and Illinois) crews. The calls to mutual assistance
partners within the MMA group began soon after that. Initially the response from other
utilities was limited due to the storms that went through the Midwest earlier in the week,
the forecast for unusually hot weather to continue to set demand peaks, and the potential
for more severe weather in the Midwest. Severe storms that went through the Midwest
the previous Monday resulted in power outages in Michigan, Illinois, Indiana and
Wisconsin.
The weather forecast was for extremely hot temperatures in the Midwest to continue on
July 20th and for the heat wave to end on July 21st with the arrival of a cold front and the
potential for additional severe weather. This was the cold front that contained the severe
storms that hit the St. Louis region on July 21st. When initially contacted, utilities were
reluctant to send all of their available crews to Ameren as long as a good possibility
existed that they would need their own crews to restore power in their own territories.
While there was a limited initial response to these requests for assistance, requests by
Ameren on July 19th and July 20th were generally not successful.
Requests for assistance continued and, after the cold front that spawned the additional
severe storms in St. Louis on July 21st moved through each utility’s region, crews that
had not previously been released from other utilities began making their way to the St.
Louis area. These crews arrived in the St. Louis area late on July 21st and early on the
22nd.
Utilities from twelve states including Kansas, Missouri, Iowa, Ohio, Mississippi,
Louisiana, Texas, Arkansas, Illinois, Indiana, Michigan and Kentucky, sent crews to help.
They included the following utilities.
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Utility
Westar
Indianapolis Power & Light
KCPL
Empire District Electric Company
Mid-American Energy Company
American Electric Power (AEP)
Entergy

State
KS
IN
MO
MO
IA
OH, OK
MS, LA,
TX, AR

Utility
Detroit Edision
E On US (LG&E)
AmerenIP
AmerenCIPS
Vectron Energy
Aquila
City Water Power & Light,
Springfield IL

State
MI
KY
IL
IL
IN
MO
IL

Duke, Oklahoma Gas & Energy, Northern Indiana Public Service Company, Alliant and
Commonwealth Edison were also contacted but were not able to provide assistance.
Utilities in Baltimore, San Diego and Arizona offered to send crews. However, these
offers did not come in until the Tuesday and Wednesday the week after the first storm.
At this time, AmerenUE decided not to accept their offers since it would have taken these
utilities’ crews at least one to two days to arrive in the St. Louis area and by that time
most of the restoration work would have been done.
In this restoration effort Ameren, for the first time, received help from the surrounding
rural electric cooperatives. Twenty-two of the cooperatives responded with linemen
supporting the restoration effort. AmerenUE had more linemen working this outage than
it has had in any previous outage. The table below indicates the number of linemen that
worked this outage.
Ameren Linemen
Contractor Linemen
Cooperatives Linemen
Mutual Assistance Linemen
Total

458
960
97
296
1,811

The contract linemen were not just linemen that had contracts with AmerenUE, but also
linemen that were released from their contracts with mutual assistance utilities to work
this outage for AmerenUE. For AmerenUE and other utilities, more and more of the
every day field work is now done by contract labor. When this storm hit, AmerenUE
called, requested and received, neighboring utilities’ release of their contract crews so
that AmerenUE could use them to help with the storm restoration.
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The graph below shows the total number of linemen resources that worked the outage in
Missouri. It shows a little less than 1,000 linemen were working in Missouri on July 20th.
That number jumped to about 1,300 on July 21st and reached its maximum of 1,811 on
July 26th, a week after the first storm. On the last day of the storm restoration effort,
there were still over 1,500 linemen working on AmerenUE’s infrastructure.
Total Lineman Resources in Missouri by Day of Outage:
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Electric service would not have been restored to many areas as soon as it was without the
help that AmerenUE received from mutual assistance agreement utilities and the electric
cooperatives. In addition, twenty-five electrical construction contractors sent crews to
help out AmerenUE.
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The table below gives the total count of all resources working this major outage event in
Missouri:
Ameren Linemen

458

Contractor Linemen

960

Co-Op Linemen

97

Mutual Assistance Linemen

296

Tree Clearing Crews

833

Customer Service Reps

175

Field Checkers/Damage Assessors

230

Other Field Forces

211

Crew Guides/Clerical Support

110

Stores/Material Management

55

Distribution Dispatch/EOC Staff

55

Crew Supervision/Crew Dispatch

105

Fleet Services

35

Safety Professionals

30

Logistics Support

150

Total

3800

For Missouri and Illinois in total approximately 5,300 personnel were deployed.
The Staff strongly supports AmerenUE’s continued participation in mutual assistance
agreements and has the following recommendations in this area:
Recommendation: AmerenUE should continue to maintain its mutual assistance
agreements, and in each major restoration effort evaluate the necessity of utilizing
these agreements so that it will have access to such resources when needed.
Recommendation: AmerenUE should explore the structure of a mutual assistance
agreement with the Association of Missouri Electric Cooperatives (AMEC) for
future emergencies where either AmerenUE or one or more of the electric
cooperatives needs assistance following major storms like those experienced on July
19th and 21st.
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During the public hearings associated with this case a number of witnesses stated that in
their conversations with crews from other states it was observed that some of these crews
did not have current maps and did not appear, at times, to know where they were going or
how to get there. In the Potosi public hearing these maps were referred to as “911 maps.”
Recommendation: AmerenUE should either maintain or have the ability to produce
up-to-date maps of its infrastructure and roads to supply to crews during major
outage events.
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Vegetation Management
In previous Staff electric utility restoration investigations, vegetation management was
one of the issues dealt with at length. Vegetation management is the electric utility’s
program for systematically clearing vegetation from its transmission and distribution
facilities in compliance with National Electric Safety Code (NESC) requirements. Many
utilities perform vegetation management in accordance with American National
Standards Institute, Inc. (ANSI) Standard A300. AmerenUE follows ANSI A300 and
NESC in its vegetation management program.

Link to ANSI A300 – 1995:

(http://www.co.palm-beach.fl.us/erm/protection/Images/PDF_Documents/ansi.pdf)
In the Staff’s report following the 2004 storms, the Staff made the following
recommendation:
Staff strongly recommends that AmerenUE immediately implement
programs to begin addressing the existing backlog in the tree trimming
cycles of its distribution systems in rural and suburban areas.
AmerenUE’s efforts to address this current backlog in distribution system
trimming should not be implemented through any types of reductions in
current efforts to adequately control vegetation along their transmission
system corridors or in reductions in efforts in other areas that could impact
system reliability or safety. Staff notes that AmerenUE has policies
currently in place regarding vegetation management, working with
impacted landowners and public relations. AmerenUE should not
diminish or stop applying any of these customer relation polices or
practices in its efforts to address this current backlog in tree trimming
work.
After discussions between AmerenUE and Staff, AmerenUE made the following
commitment in a letter dated November 2, 2004:
AmerenUE’s goal is to have tree trimming cycles for its Missouri
distribution systems of four years growth for urban areas and 6 years
growth for rural areas. However, as the Staff report recognized, the
Company has experienced extended tree trimming cycles. Moreover, the
limited availability of properly trained tree trimming crews to contractors
makes it virtually impossible to immediately eliminate the backlog.
AmerenUE has discussed this issue at length with the Staff and has agreed
to take the following steps to address the backlog. First, AmerenUE will
increase its tree trimming budget from $23.5 million in 2004 to $30
million in 2005 – a 27% increase. This step will allow the Company to
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immediately direct its vegetation management contractors to begin the
hiring and training of new tree trimming personnel. Second, AmerenUE
commits that its backlog of extended tree trimming cycles will be
eliminated on or before December 31, 2008. AmerenUE anticipates that
meeting this commitment will require expenditures at or near the $30
million level for each of the next several years. Third, the Company will
provide reports to the Staff of tree trimming schedules, staffing and
funding levels. For 2005, the Company will provide these reports on
January 15 and July 30, and thereafter the Company will also make its
vegetation management personnel available to review these reports with
the Staff, at the Staff’s request. Fourth, the Company is willing to
participate in joint field reviews of the program with the specifics of the
field review to be developed in cooperation with the Staff.
AmerenUE’s efforts to address its distribution system tree trimming, as
outlined in the previous paragraph, will not be implemented through any
type of reduction in the Company’s current efforts to adequately control
vegetation along its transmission system corridors or in reductions in
efforts in other areas that could impact system reliability or safety. In
addition AmerenUE will not diminish or stop applying any of its current
customer relation policies or practices relating to vegetation management
in its efforts to address system tree trimming.
As AmerenUE’s commitment indicates, AmerenUE has begun the process of reducing its
tree trimming backlog. However, even if AmerenUE had totally eliminated its tree
trimming backlog last year, most of the tree related outages observed following the
storms on July 19th and 21st would have still occurred.
One common misconception is that vegetation management programs are structured to
significantly reduce the extent of damage to the electric utility’s transmission and
distribution infrastructure during major storms.

While this is true for right-of-way

(ROW) corridor vegetation clearance programs along transmission lines, this is generally
not true for sub-transmission and distribution lines. Transmission lines serve many
thousands of customers and are accordingly “hardened” against damage from all forms of
severe weather other than tornadoes, extraordinarily powerful hurricanes and abnormally
severe ice storms.
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A quick review of the width of the ROW and level of vegetation clearance along a
transmission line attests to the importance of these lines. A quick comparative review of
trimming along sub-transmission or distribution lines vividly illustrates the differences
between vegetation trimming along these lines versus transmission lines.
Any drive through St. Louis along a distribution line running through a heavily wooded
area will quickly demonstrate to the observer that AmerenUE’s vegetation management
program does little to address large trees and limbs that pose a real outage risk in a major
storm. This is because AmerenUE, like many electric utilities, trims along its lines to
reduce the frequency of incidental contacts between power lines and limbs during
regularly experienced winds. This type of vegetation program is designed to improve
day-to-day reliability.
Staff continues to believe that AmerenUE can improve the reliability of its service to
customers through a well-executed vegetation management program and this has been the
basis for its past recommendations in this area. Unfortunately, based on the news articles
Staff has reviewed on this subject and the testimony of many of the witnesses at the
public hearings in this case, the importance of this topic versus other storm restoration
issues appears to have been overemphasized.

While the vegetation management

programs of AmerenUE can improve day-to-day reliability, in their current form, they
will not significantly reduce the severity of outages following major storms.
Recommendation: AmerenUE should continue to work toward elimination of its
trimming backlog per its prior agreement with the Staff in Case No. EW-2004-0583.
In the November 2005 edition of Transmission and Distribution World magazine, Ward
Peterson of the Davey Resource Group gives some information on tree caused outages in
the article titled Electric Reliability and Outages. In this article Mr. Peterson states:
Just pruning trees away from lines will not stop all the outages. Several
studies conducted by experienced right-of-way managers across the
continent have shown that trees growing into power lines actually caused
less than 14% of the outages for all utilities contacted. The data further
showed that trees that fall into the lines – often from outside of the right of
way – cause 66% to 94% of the outages.
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Following the August 2005 storms, AmerenUE’s vegetation management field forces
estimated that eighty to eighty-five percent of all tree damage was from trees located off
of the easement.

These statistics are not surprising given almost all service lines are not

on easements and easements for most distribution lines are quite narrow relative to the
tree growth heights around them.
AmerenUE’s website on planting the right kinds of trees in the right place includes the
diagram below. Link to this website:
http://www.ameren.com/Environment/ADC_EV_TreePlantingTips.asp

Unfortunately, many of the trees growing along the power line ROW corridors in the St.
Louis area do not look anything like this diagram. In the areas particularly hard hit by the
major storms in 2004, 2005 and this year, Staff has noted at least one consistent factor.
This factor can be described as heavily wooded areas with large old-growth trees and
trimming along sub-transmission and distribution lines that does little to reduce the
damage to lines from large limbs and trees during major storms. Staff has been in
discussions with AmerenUE and conducting its own research on possible approaches to
deal with this situation.
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The following diagram illustrates the major elements of the infrastructure that AmerenUE
depends on to deliver electricity to its customers including service lines and distribution
lines:

Service lines typically operate at 240 volts, are covered, and can therefore tolerate
incidental tree contact. Customers typically do not pay any attention to tree limbs that are
near or even touching service lines since they still receive service under most conditions.
However, these same limbs and trees can do significant damage to a service line if the
full weight of the limb or tree is forced upon the service line, which often happens during
severe storms.
Distribution lines, such as a primary conductor that is typically 7,200 volts, are not
insulated. Contact with tree limbs can cause arcing or electrical short circuits to ground.
Typically, the easements for the distribution lines define the corridor in which the trees
are trimmed. Many single-phase lines are in a ten foot easement while three-phase lines
may have a twenty foot easement. This means that many limbs are no more than five to
ten feet away from the conductor and are often closer. While this distance is adequate
under most conditions, during storms like those on July 19th and 21st, the same limbs can
damage the distribution conductors.
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Much of the focus of this report is on severe thunderstorms and the high winds and
lightning they bring. The weather condition that likely represents the worst-case scenario
for AmerenUE and the St. Louis area would be an ice storm.

Generally, severe

thunderstorms are somewhat limited in terms of their regional impacts and work
conditions are favorable shortly after the storm. In contrast, ice storms can affect large
areas and the ability to respond to an ice storm can also be affected by the road conditions
that are often treacherous for several days after the storm hits. The risk an ice storm
poses to St. Louis is particularly severe due to the extent of densely wooded areas, the
prevalence of tall trees near power lines, the high percentage of lines routed behind
houses versus along streets and the extensive overhangs of tree limbs over distribution
lines. Finally, the service drops are particularly vulnerable to overhead limbs and to ice
forming on the line.

Damage to service drops is further complicated when the

weatherhead (the pipe assembly rising above the roof where the service line enters the
building) is damaged since the weatherhead is owned by the customer and therefore must
be repaired by the customer’s contractor.
In order to provide for consistent oversight capability and comparative analysis, Staff
believes that implementing a vegetation management reporting rule is appropriate at this
time. While Staff has access to this information and reviews it as case issues require,
little consistency of data is currently available for assessing electric utility planning, or
for determining electric utility best practices, in this area. Staff has found that states that
have vegetation management reporting rules were in a better position to assess their
utilities’ vegetation management programs’ structures and outcomes. A draft rule that
would accomplish this is attached in Appendix D.
Recommendation: Adopt and implement a Commission rule to require each electric
utility to annually submit a report on its vegetation management program’s
structure, objectives, status, and funding.
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In assessing AmerenUE’s vegetation management program, Staff has concluded that
while the current program will improve day-to-day reliability over time, the current
program will not likely result in the storm restoration improvements customers are
requesting. Relatively few options exist to achieve the objectives that are being pursued.
One of these options is to bury much larger portions of AmerenUE’s system. While this
may at first appear to be a reasonable solution, Staff has observed that this option is more
expensive, especially for higher voltage applications.

While this expense could be

justified if it resulted in less replaced infrastructure over time, Staff has observed other
problems with this approach. In places where existing overhead lines have been buried
complaints have been voiced about trenches through gardens and landscaping, killed trees
and the additional per house expense of going to an underground service line and riser.
Further, while burying distribution lines does appear to help with the frequency of
outages, it often results in an increase in the duration of outages. Staff has investigated
several informal complaints regarding long outages on buried circuits. Overhead line
faults are much easier to identify and fix than underground line faults. Nonetheless, Staff
does believe that current practices for contractors and homeowners to request, and pay
for, buried services should be continued as this is the most equitable means to be
provided with underground service if a customer wants it.

Also, under certain

circumstances in areas with particularly high tree related outage histories, burying the
infrastructure may still be a viable option that should be considered.
If the current vegetation management program will not provide the storm restoration
improvements that are desired and burying large portions of AmerenUE’s circuits is not
practical, the remaining options are clear.

Staff believes that AmerenUE should

implement programs to more thoroughly clear trees in its ROW and pursue removal of
problem trees off its ROW along its backbone systems.

It is also appropriate for

AmerenUE to look at trimming areas with particularly dense growth on a more frequent
basis.
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If these programs are implemented it will be essential that AmerenUE also implement
programs to educate the public on why these programs are being implemented and the
benefits customers can anticipate as a result of these programs. It will also be essential
that AmerenUE’s vegetation management contractors work with customers to the greatest
degree possible, consistent with still achieving the trimming required, as this trimming
program will result in a lot of large trees along backbone systems either being severely
trimmed or removed and possibly replaced with smaller ornamental trees.
Recommendation: AmerenUE should implement vegetation management programs
that:
a) Target more substantial removal of vegetation along power lines throughout
its system, including side clearances and overhangs, along feeders and subtransmission systems.
b) Target removal of problem trees within the utility’s easement and possible
replacement with ornamental trees or other low-growing vegetation.
c) Target communications with landowners, who have trees off the right-of-way
that represent a significant risk to sub-transmission and feeder lines, to find
reasonable means to reduce the outage risk from these trees.
d) Trim trees in areas with particularly high densities of vegetation on a more
frequent basis. Currently urban areas are targeted for a four-year cycle; it
may be appropriate to go to a three-year cycle in some areas.
For a thorough discussion on how higher reliability can be achieved through vegetation
management the reader is encouraged to read the following articles in the November
2005 edition of Transmission and Distribution World magazine:
“BGE Transforms Vegetation Program”, by William T. Rees Jr.
“Investigating Tree-Caused Faults”, by John Goodfellow
“Electric Reliability and Outages”, by Ward Peterson
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Call Center Operations & General Consumer Communications
Ameren provides customers with an 800 number to contact its Call Centers (also referred
to as Contact Centers) for a variety of services and questions. St. Louis metropolitan area
customers may use local numbers for outages and billing. Under normal conditions, all
calls will go to one of the three Company operated Call Centers located in St. Louis,
Jefferson City and Cape Girardeau.
When the customer dials the 800 number, the customer first reaches the Voice Response
Unit (VRU) which helps to categorize their call and route it to the next appropriate group
of options available to handle the request. Based upon the nature of the call, the customer
will be able to select the option that can most quickly handle the call. During the hours
of 7 AM to 7 PM Monday through Friday, there are four options available for the
customer’s inquiry.
The first option is to report an outage or gas leak. The second option is billing because of
the frequency of these calls. In this instance, because of the large number of calls being
received, the Company added a script to its up front message. The message encouraged
customers that had a billing issue to call back on Monday because of the volume of calls
being received on the outage.
When the customer elects to report an outage, the customer is then given three options.
The first option is if there is a “light out” to report. “Light out” asks the customer to
input a phone number. The system then looks for a match and asks the customer to verify
whether the information is correct. If there have been enough “light out” calls entered
into the system for it to make some determination of the extent of the outage, then the
customer will, under some circumstances, be given information on the number of
customers affected and the estimated restoration time (ERT). ERT is calculated using an
algorithm and is discussed in greater detail later in this report.
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At any time, if the customer does not provide the requested information, the call will be
transferred to an agent. The second option is if there is a wire down or gas odor. These
calls go straight to an agent. The third option is if there is a streetlight out or other
outage. This option also asks the customer to input a phone number.
If the customer has opted to speak to an agent, the representative will take the
information and enter it into the trouble screen. The representative can let the customer
know if the specific cause has been identified (i.e., feeder is out), whether a crew is
assigned to the outage, and the approximate number of other customers affected. As field
checkers are able to assess the specifics and extent of damage, they are able to make a
determination regarding the actual repairs needed and the relationship of this repair to
others pending.

As a crew is assigned, they are required to enter an estimate of

restoration time for this job. Service representatives taking calls from the customer are
able to access this information.
The Company staffs its Call Center based upon historical levels of calls at various times
of the day, week and month. However, when a major outage occurs, the normal level of
resources will be unable to process the volume of calls that may occur. There are a
number of options available to AmerenUE regarding how to increase its call handling
ability under high call volume situations.
The first option is the utilization of additional telephone trunk lines to accept outage calls.
AmerenUE subscribes, as many other companies do, to a service that allows it to access
additional telephone trunk lines in the event of an emergency that presents it with a high
volume of calls. If the number of calls going to the VRU reaches its maximum volume,
additional trunk lines are automatically accessed from NNC (the private company that
provides trunk line service).
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Overflow outage calls accessed additional telephone trunk lines starting on July 19th, the
day of the first severe storms, and continued through July 28th. For that period of time,
the NNC overflow took a total of 267,233 calls. The first three days of the storm were
the most significant. Over 219,000 calls were handled by the NNC overflow in that
timeframe. These outage reports were automatically entered into the outage system to be
worked in the field.
The following table illustrates the call volume received by the Company and handled by
the VRU and the NNC overflow during the period of July 19th through July 28th:
Call Volume Received
VRU orders
(outage only)
NCC Overflow

7/19

7/20

7/21/

7/22

7/23

7/24

7/25

7/26

7/27

7/28

2,220

45,682

38,491

36,586

29,516

20,690

16,267

13,029

8,329

4,682

60,241

94,070

64,857

19,127

8,269

13,613

3,100

2,387

177

1,392

The Company received a greater number of calls during the course of this outage
restoration as compared to the storms in 2004 and 2005. The total number of calls for the
major 2005 outage was 278,863 compared to this year’s major outage where the Call
Center handled 715,689 calls over a ten day period.
Another option available to AmerenUE was to reallocate some of its present resources,
which may normally be used for handling billing inquiries or credit and collection calls,
to taking outage calls. The Company utilizes First Contact which is an outside contractor
to assist it by handling customer calls involving payment arrangements and delinquent
accounts. An actual service representative who can access the Customer Information
System (CIS) responds to these calls. AmerenUE is able to request that First Contact
assist in these situations by accepting outage calls, instead of handling billing inquiries.
When the call volume rose on July 19th, the Company brought First Contact in to also
accept outage calls. First Contact handled calls on July 19th through July 22nd and then
assisted again on July 24th through July 28th.
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On a normal weekday, an average of 115 representatives takes calls at the AmerenUE
Call Center.

On July 20th the Company also enlisted the assistance of service

representatives from AmerenCIPS and AmerenCILCO to start receiving outage calls as it
was obvious there was widespread storm damage and all available representatives were
needed. The AmerenCILCO and AmerenCIPS agents assisted in handling calls until July
24th. The following chart shows the number of personnel taking calls July 19th through
28th:
7/19
162

7/20
235

Personnel Taking AmerenUE Calls
7/21 7/22 7/23 7/24 7/25 7/26
252
166
148
197
188
175

7/27
178

7/28
157

The number of personnel shown includes AmerenUE employees, AmerenCIPS/CILCO
call takers, and employees at the outsourced group. First Contact is the contractor
company that normally handles collection related calls for the Company. In instances of
widespread outages, the Company may ask them to assist by taking outage calls. Overall,
the Company was able to handle a greater number of calls related to these outages
through utilization of 1,858 personnel over ten days.
The Staff reviewed the average number of calls per day handled by the Call Center from
2002 to the storms this July. The numbers for the 2004 storms and the 2005 storms
represent the average daily number of calls over the period of those outages. The results
of Staff’s review are provided in the following table for comparison.
Call Center Average Daily Calls
2002

2003

2004

11,334

9,642

11,050

2004
Storms
51,116

Jan.-July
2005
10,626

2005
Storm
55,772

2006
Storm
71,569

The Company was faced with a greater number of calls after these most recent storms
than any it had encountered in earlier restoration efforts. In these storms, the Company
was able to determine relatively quickly that the system had suffered widespread damage.
They incorporated a message within the script to inform the customer that the outage
could last three to five days. While the customer would prefer to know a specific time
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that their service would be restored, the message did alert them to the widespread nature
of the outage and encouraged them to take action to move to another location, if possible.
Many customers did take this message seriously and moved in with relatives or friends
who had power. The Staff believes that these scripts are an important area for Ameren to
continue to focus on. They provide a direct way to communicate with the customer who
is attempting to determine information about their outage.
The Staff received a number of comments from customers who were attempting to
contact AmerenUE regarding billing questions during this restoration effort. Most of
these concerns pertained to customers who had delinquent accounts and were scheduled
for non-pay disconnection during this time frame. Some customers were confused about
whether their service would be shut off during this time frame so they continued to
attempt to reach a Call Center representative. As previously noted, Ameren was devoting
all of its resources to restoring service to customers. A very clear message within the
VRU script could have informed these customers that disconnections due to delinquent
payment on accounts are not being performed in specific areas for a period of time. This
would allow these customers to receive an answer to their inquiry about disconnections
without staying on the line to the Call Center. Service representatives should also be
informed of the message on the VRU script so that the customer who does reach a
representative receives a consistent message.
Recommendation: AmerenUE should include a clear message within the Voice
Response Unit (VRU) script to address non-pay disconnections during the course of
major storm outage restorations.
An additional concern during a major outage relates to the wait time experienced by the
customer in trying to access the Company’s phone lines to report the outage. Call
Centers routinely utilize a number of indicators to assist them in determining the level of
their performance in providing service to the customer.
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The two indicators most frequently cited by companies are the Average Speed of Answer
(ASA) and the Abandoned Call Rate (ACR). The wait time that a customer experiences
before he/she is able to report information to a service representative is defined as the
ASA and is measured in minutes and seconds. The ACR reflects the percentage of the
calls that are abandoned or terminated before they are handled often because of long wait
times experienced by the customer. AmerenUE utilizes a Percent Answered indicator,
which is similar to the ACR. The Percent Answered is the difference between 100% of
the calls and the percent of calls not answered or abandoned.
The Company’s performance at the Call Center during the period of the 2006 storm
restoration effort is illustrated in the following table:
Call Center Performance
Average
Speed of
Answer
Percent
Answered

7/19

7/20

7/21

7/22

7/23

1:43

1:26

1:32

0:23

0:25

75.6%

82.6%

83.4%

94.6%

95.1%

7/24

7/25

7/26

7/27

1:32

0:25

0:34

1:09

1:43

89.7%

94%

93%

90.2%

82.5%

Information provided in this table represents the performance of all agents working for
Ameren during the period of the outage. The Average Speed of Answer during the course
of the outage was one minute, five seconds. This compares very favorably with other
similar types of metrics from other outages. However, the figures can be a bit misleading
and difficult to use in a comparison to other outages due to three specific technical
difficulties which occurred to the Company’s incoming Call Center lines.
Call Center Technical Issues
Complaints and comments received by the Staff noted a number of instances where
customers received busy signals or the lines went dead when they tried to contact the Call
Center.

In this storm outage, the majority of comments addressed these types of

situations as opposed to being put on hold for long periods of time.
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7/28

The first technical problem occurred on July 19th from approximately 7 PM until 1 AM
the next morning. The Announcement Board in the Company’s PBX was intermittently
locking up due to a software bug and, as a result, was not playing any sort of
announcement to the customer. The manufacturer is currently developing the software
patch for this and it will be installed and tested shortly. During the interim, the Company
is running a script every 6 hours that looks for the characteristics that cause the
announcement board to lock up under heavy load.
The second problem had to do with the implementation of “call gapping” by AT&T on
July 19th, 20th and 21st on Ameren’s primary local numbers. Call gapping is a control
application that limits the rate of flow to a specific destination or station address.
Without the application of this type of technology, offices can lock up during periods of
very heavy call traffic to specific switches and create serious network outages. The
calling rate on July 19th was 200,000 calls coming in for a period of two to four hours
during the storm. Because of this high volume of traffic, AT&T applied call gapping.
This technology was applied to twenty-six of the twenty-seven St. Louis central office
switches by AT&T and only allowed 150 calls per five minute period per switch to be
passed to Ameren. All other calls got either dropped or busy signals. Ameren turned in a
trouble ticket to AT&T late in the evening of July 19th but were not informed that call
gapping had been implemented.

Call Center management at Ameren realized that

something was wrong and began their own testing of the local outage and billing numbers
on July 20th. An additional trouble ticket was turned in to AT&T on July 21st and this
was escalated to additional personnel who were to check specifically if Ameren was
having calls blocked. Calls were back to expected levels late that evening in the Call
Center. The Company was later told that call gapping had been implemented by AT&T.
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Ameren and AT&T met on August 3, 2006, to discuss the application of call gapping
during the storm outage. The Company has held a number of additional meetings with
AT&T to determine how they can work closer on these issues. Ameren has stated that it
has requested that AT&T proactively notify the Company when they are going to
implement call gapping so that Ameren can notify the public not to utilize these lines.
However, AT&T has indicated to Ameren that they could not do that.

Ameren is

continuing to pursue a solution with AT&T and the Companies are working toward an
agreement.
Because of the effect upon the Company’s ability to accept and handle customer calls
during an outage, the Staff believes it is critical that Ameren be given notification that
call gapping has been implemented within a relatively short period of time of it
occurring.
Recommendation: AmerenUE should continue discussions with AT&T regarding
notification whenever call gapping is to be implemented on switches that affect the
provision of critical AmerenUE services.
The third technical difficulty involved a T1 line going to First Contact that was operating
at full capacity. Calls that came in over this capacity were met with silence. This issue
has been resolved and in addition Ameren installed another T1 line to improve future
performance.
While the Company did encounter several technical difficulties at the Call Center during
this major outage, the Call Center personnel responded well and in an organized manner
to an overwhelming volume of customer calls.
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Website Usage
One of the ways that Ameren attempted to expand its efforts to communicate and provide
information to the general public during major outages was through the use of its web
site. The Outage Information Page website provides an update on restoration efforts,
outage tips, and a way for individuals to view their outage status. Outage information is
provided on a map organized by zip code to provide a method for the customer to locate
their service location. Updates were posted to the website throughout the day. This
resource was publicized by Ameren and through the news media. Customers utilized this
website throughout the course of the outage restoration following these storms.
However, the website’s popularity caused an overload to occur the second day of the
outage.
After the severe storms on August 13, 2005, customers also utilized the website to check
on restoration progress. Over the period of August 13th to 20th, the highest day’s usage
was 28,400 hits on August 15th. Customers utilized the outage page, particularly the
outage maps, in far greater numbers for information following the storms on July 19th and
21st.

Ameren.com Activity - Page Hits
Outage Map

300,000

Outage Information Page
250,000
200,000
150,000
100,000
50,000
0
7/19

7/20

7/21

7/22

7/23

Source: Ameren Presentation
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7/24

7/25

7/26

7/27

7/28

On July 20th, network problems caused the outage maps and the “My Electric Outage”
page to be unavailable from 8:00 AM to 4:30 PM. The ultimate cause of the problem
was a network configuration issue that occurred due to the unexpected number of hits to
the website during a period of time.

This problem has been corrected and the

infrastructure is now equipped to handle the level of traffic that occurred during the last
storms.

In addition, the Company has developed and will implement an enhanced

infrastructure in January 2007 for its customer information applications, such as the
outage maps. This will provide additional stability to these applications through load
balancing and high redundancy.
This outage page proved to be very helpful to the customer and the Company should
continue to explore ways to make it even more helpful and reliable. One item that could
be promoted during this time is the customer’s registration on the site in order to view
more detailed information regarding their specific location. This registration requires an
account number which is not always available during an outage.
Recommendation: AmerenUE should promote customer registration on its website
to ensure that customers can access customer-specific information on service
restoration in the event of a storm related outage.
Cooperative Efforts among City/County and Emergency Management Officials for
Citizens Needing Special Assistance
Staff reports regarding AmerenUE’s storm restoration efforts issued in 2002, 2004 and
2005 discussed the importance of communication and coordination between AmerenUE
and city/county officials during a widespread outage. The Company has responded to
specific recommendations made in these reports designed to educate emergency
personnel and city and county officials regarding storm restoration procedures.

In

addition, communication efforts to be utilized during an outage were established. The
Staff believes there has been significant progress in this area. This report does include
several recommendations to achieve further improvements based upon the lessons
learned in this major outage.
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Customer comments during the public hearings in this case highlighted the need for
specific efforts to take care of special customer populations, such as those customers with
medical needs and the elderly. It should be noted that in this investigation, Staff came
across numerous acts of heroism by people who were helping their neighbors. Several
customers at these hearings communicated to Staff their belief that neighbors should take
a more active role during an outage in assisting citizens that are elderly, alone or dealing
with medical needs. The ideas expressed here are nearly identical to those that resulted in
the establishment of the current Operation Weather Survival (OWS) network system in
St. Louis. The concept of a neighborhood “watch group” was discussed with customers
at several public hearings, after testimony was heard regarding concerns for the elderly
and medical situations. These citizens could ensure that these customers are safe and, if
needed, are transported to a location with power. Major widespread outages become
emergency situations, especially in the weather conditions that existed on July 20th, and
require the cooperation and participation of all interested citizens.
AmerenUE’s efforts to restore power following a major storm should be a priority.
Customers should not be involved in the discovery of technical and dangerous conditions.
But given appropriate direction, customers can play an important role in the restoration
process. This direction can come through a joint effort of AmerenUE and community
agencies.
The Company can continue to work with city and county agencies to identify customers
that may be at risk during an outage. These agencies could utilize this information to
develop neighborhood groups that have responsibility for checking on these customers
during an extended outage. The information that AmerenUE receives through its medical
registry program could be a good way to start such a program.
Recommendation: City and county agencies, in conjunction with AmerenUE,
should facilitate the development of neighborhood watch groups, or assess the
ability of the current Operation Weather Survival (OWS) network system, to check
on special needs customers during an extended outage.
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Contact with City Officials & Agencies
Staff recommended, in its report following the ice storm of January 2002, that
AmerenUE should contact city and county officials twice a year to update information
regarding appropriate contact points. AmerenUE needs to maintain current information
to easily contact these officials in the event that a particular area suffers a widespread
outage. AmerenUE has implemented procedures to keep this information updated and
programs to educate and communicate with the specific groups within their service
territory identified below.
AmerenUE hosted several “Storm Schools” prior to this storm in an effort to educate the
media, fire, police and city and county officials about what occurs during a widespread
outage. AmerenUE believes that these were helpful in educating the personnel involved
and will be repeated. AmerenUE has noted that attendance at these events could be better
and is continuing to try to attract a larger audience. Staff believes the events of this
summer may help with attendance at future Storm Schools.
Recommendation: AmerenUE should continue to make efforts to improve
participation in the Storm Schools it offers for the media, fire, police, city and
county officials.
AmerenUE has also attempted to expand its communication efforts with the general
public by increasing its use of the media and an expansion of its web site information.
AmerenUE faxed or e-mailed updates on the progress of restoration efforts to the major
news media several times a day.

These updates were also posted to the website.

Customers with access to a computer were able to check on the progress of the service
restoration effort through the Ameren.com website. The website provides information on
a service map that allows the customer to view outage numbers and locations by zip code.
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The power outages caused by these storms also impacted drinking water service in the
area. For customers using private wells, loss of power often resulted in a loss of water
from their well. For some of the customers being served by water utilities, drops in water
pressure resulted in boil orders. Unfortunately, many customers who were under a boil
order did not know they were under a boil order due to decreased access to their normal
news sources. Many of these same customers also did not have access to power to boil
water.

During the public hearings in this case, Jackie Hutchinson of the Human

Development Corporation testified that under similar circumstances in the future it may
be appropriate to initiate communications through the OWS network system. In the Call
Center Operations & General Consumer Communications section of this report Staff has
noted a recommendation in this area.
In an effort to assess how effective the communications between AmerenUE and officials
engaged in the restoration process were, Staff interviewed several city, county and state
officials. Staff asked these officials if they believed AmerenUE communicated with
them adequately or not and if they had any recommendations for future outage restoration
efforts. Summaries of some of these interviews are provided below.
Captain Bob Young, St. Louis County Emergency Operations Center, was interviewed
and noted his appreciation for AmerenUE’s participation in the SEMA/EOC coordination
meetings and their responsiveness to issues his office brought to their attention. Captain
Young also noted appreciation of the AmerenUE storm center direct number. Captain
Young made a special point to recognize the hard work and professional conduct of Dave
Wakeman, who was one of the senior Ameren officials assigned to this restoration effort.
Captain Young noted that they recognized that AmerenUE was overwhelmed but in his
discussions with other emergency restoration groups he could not recall an expressed
concern about AmerenUE’s responsiveness.
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Mayor Dudley, City of Potosi, was interviewed and also testified at the public hearing in
Potosi. Mayor Dudley stated that for the first day to day and half of the outage contacts
were good with the local district level AmerenUE engineers. After a day and a half
though, calls were no longer being returned and AmerenUE was no longer responsive.
At this point the only way to get action appeared to be through the SEMA/EOC
coordination calls each morning and afternoon. The SEMO/EOC calls were helpful in
getting AmerenUE pointed toward priority issues but Potosi still had some negative
coordination experiences. At one point in the restoration effort, the City of Potosi was
attempting to hook up a generator in order to return water service to the community and
AmerenUE was required to be there to supervise the interconnection. Mayor Dudley
believed he had appropriately coordinated AmerenUE’s participation in this critical
project, but when the hour for the restoration crews to rest came, Mayor Dudley believes
they were told by senior AmerenUE management to go rest instead of supervising
interconnection of the generator, which was close to complete. Also, Mayor Dudley
believes that a local switch was the only remaining action to take for a group of
customers to receive power and even though he made several attempts to bring this to
AmerenUE’s attention, it didn’t appear that AmerenUE gave any priority to coming back
and closing this switch.
Steve Moody, Operations Branch Chief, State Emergency Management Agency, was
interviewed and noted his appreciation of AmerenUE’s participation in the SEMA/EOC
coordination meetings and being provided with the direct phone number for AmerenUE’s
storm center.

Mr. Moody believed that AmerenUE was responsive to the requests

identified in the SEMA/EOC meetings and demonstrated a high level of cooperation on
several occasions, such as assisting with back-up generator interconnections, that were
“above the call of duty.” Like Captain Young, Mr. Moody also made a special point to
recognize the hard work and professional conduct of Dave Wakeman.
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Ken Walk, City of St. Louis Emergency Management Operations Center, was
interviewed and shared several observations regarding AmerenUE’s efforts to work with
his organization during this restoration effort. Mr. Walk first noted his appreciation of
the professional conduct and hard work of Mike Marx of AmerenUE who was in their
office continually during the hours of operation. Mr. Walk noted that AmerenUE did
everything they could do to help the City of St. Louis EOC and restore power as quickly
as possible.

Mr. Walk could not recall any instances of a lack of cooperation by

AmerenUE or any instances where AmerenUE made unreasonable request of his
organization during this restoration effort.
Jim Pasley, Area Coordinator for SEMA for Potosi and Washington County, State
Emergency Management Agency, was interviewed and generally thought that AmerenUE
did a good job keeping them informed of status and on what was being worked on. Mr.
Pasley had several observations regarding the difficulty of AmerenUE’s restoration effort
in Washington County due to storm damage on feeders running through rough country
that is heavily forested. Mr. Pasley was aware of helicopter surveys by AmerenUE to
assess damage and to determine how to reach damaged areas. Mr. Pasley observed that
one of AmerenUE’s difficulties in this area was the difficulty getting to damaged
infrastructure. In terms of web data, Mr. Pasley noted some difficulty with AmerenUE
providing outage information by zip code and these zip code boundaries not being clearly
understood by people trying to use this data. Like Mayor Dudley, Mr. Pasley also
thought it would have been helpful to have had a local AmerenUE contact as opposed to
having to go through the central AmerenUE office. Mr. Pasley observed one delay in
restoration efforts that could be dealt with up front in the future related to AmerenUE tree
crew ability to cut on damaged trees outside of their ROW. It appears that AmerenUE
was at times unsure if they could cut on damaged trees outside of their ROW in order to
gain access to their ROW for restoration work.
Recommendation: AmerenUE should further enhance its communications with field
crews performing restoration work regarding AmerenUE’s authority to cut trees
outside of its right-of-way for the purpose of accessing its right-of-way for storm
restoration work.
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Recommendation: While centralization of AmerenUE’s storm restoration process
has brought about a number of coordination efficiencies, Staff believes that district
managers should be available to local officials to deal with emergency situations and
be provided with authority to request priority treatment of projects in their areas
that require special attention.
Recommendation: AmerenUE’s participation in the SEMA/EOC coordination
phone calls during this restoration effort was extremely helpful to all the agencies
involved. Staff recommends that SEMA request that each electric utility with
damaged infrastructure attend and actively participate in all future storm
restoration efforts where the level of damage prompts SEMA/EOC activation.
Recommendation: AmerenUE provided its storm center direct number to several
city, county and state officials. Several officials reported that having this number
available was extremely helpful to them. AmerenUE also reported that the calls
received on this number did help it prioritize work on several critical projects.
Unfortunately, AmerenUE also reported that too many individuals distributed this
number to a broader group than it was intended to be provided to and at times
issues that were not of a critical nature were being called in on this number,
reducing the efficiency of personnel tracking outage repairs and dispatching crews.
Staff recommends that AmerenUE continue to provide this number to key officials
but caution these officials to be very careful in their distribution of this number, and
that it be used only for emergency purposes.
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Consumer Complaints
In many ways, this entire report relates to consumer complaints. Staff concerns and
consumer complaints triggered the breakdown of categories and related assessments in
almost all the sections of this report. What this section of the report provides is a brief
summary of the consumer complaints received by the Commission and Staff associated
with this major outage event.
During and following any major outage situation, a significant number of informal
complaints and public comments are registered with the Commission via phone calls,
letters, the PSC website, and the EFIS system.
The following table illustrates the number of complaints and public comments regarding
the AmerenUE storm outage registered with the PSC from the date the storm began on
July 19th through the end of August 2006.
PSC Complaints & Public Comments Received
Complaints
Public Comments
July 19-31
11
197
August 1-31
20
62
Questions from customers that did not require a response were classified as comments. If
the inquiry from the customer involved a safety issue or frequent outages in their service
location, these requests were classified as a complaint and routed to the PSC Engineering
Department for further review.

PSC Staff working on the outage reviewed every

complaint and public comment filed with the Commission. In addition, PSC staff also
attended every public hearing and met with consumers during these meetings to address
their specific concerns.
Customers during this storm outage noted the difficulties that they encountered when
trying to get through to the Call Center. Many of the complaints cited the belief that the
Company’s lack of tree trimming in their area caused the outage to be more serious than
it would have been otherwise. Many of the customers asked for more and better
information regarding their outage and restoration status.
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At the public hearings in this case, Staff visited with and took down information on nine
witnesses particularly concerned about the frequency and duration of the outages they are
experiencing. Staff reviewed the outage history for each of these customers and was able
to determine a number of important trends from this data. The graph below illustrates the
average number of outages per year experienced by these customers and what caused
them. As this graph shows, major storms, non-storm related tree contacts and device
outages were the major outage contributors for these customers.

On average these

customers have been experiencing 3.18 outages per year that lasted three minutes or
longer.
Public Hearing Customers - Average Number of
Outages/Year & Cause
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Other or Unknown

While the above graph illustrates the number of outages, it does not provide any
information on how long the outages were associated with each of these different causes.
A review of the length of outage associated with each cause results in the graph below.
As this graph shows, major storms resulted in the majority of outage durations being
experienced by these customers.

These customers have been averaging 46.5 hours

without service per year and approximately ninety-two percent of these hours have been
the result of major storm events.
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These observations provide additional foundation for the reliability and vegetation
management recommendations in this report.
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Compliance with Past Recommendations
The following section provides Staff’s assessment of the actions AmerenUE took in
response to the recommendations that the Staff made in its 2005 Storm Report. While the
Company did take appropriate actions to respond to the Staff’s recommendations made in
that report, there are some instances where the Staff has developed additional
recommendations in this report for that same area. The current recommendations, which
are discussed in the Executive Summary and specific chapters of this report, may be the
result of specific customer concerns brought to the Staff’s attention or additional
information discovered during this storm review.
’05 Recommendation # 1) The Company continues to maintain its mutual assistance
agreements and in each major restoration effort evaluate the necessity of utilizing
the agreements so that it will always have access to such resources when needed.
Status: Associated with this investigation, Staff carefully reviewed the agreements
AmerenUE has in place for assistance from other utilities and their contractors following
major outage events. The Mutual Assistance Agreements chapter of this report goes into
detail regarding Staff’s observations in this area. Staff believes that AmerenUE has acted
appropriately in its continued participation and utilization of these mutual assistance
agreements. It is important that AmerenUE continue to participate in these organizations
and utilize them in an appropriate manner so that these resources will continue to be
available to them when needed in the future.
’05 Recommendation # 2) The Company continues its plan to eliminate the tree
trimming backlog by 2008. While AmerenUE should be commended for helping the
utilities in the Gulf States restore electrical service, if it falls behind in its tree
trimming schedule due to its efforts to help in the restoration in the Gulf States due
to the hurricanes, AmerenUE should revise its schedule consistent with safe
practices to return to its 4 year plan as quickly as possible.
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Status: In Case No. EW-2004-0583 Staff continues to receive quarterly reports on
AmerenUE’s vegetation management (tree trimming) status. These reports are public but
are not easy to understand for people who are not dealing with these numbers on a regular
basis. Staff reviews the data submitted by AmerenUE pursuant to its obligations in this
area and at this time believes that AmerenUE is in compliance with its obligations to
address its tree trimming backlog on or before December 31, 2008. Staff has also been
participating in field audits of AmerenUE’s vegetation management program and
believes that AmerenUE’s program is in compliance with ANSI A300 standards. Staff
does however note that a number of recommendations in this report focus on changes that
should be made to AmerenUE’s vegetation management program based on its
observations in this review.

These additional recommendations primarily relate to

vegetation management program changes that may help to reduce the level of damage to
AmerenUE’s distribution system, and improve restoration efforts, following major storms
in the future.
’05 Recommendation # 3) The Company should continue to review alternatives in
the development of an estimate of restoration time provided to the customer.
Status: The development of an estimated restoration time (ERT) provided to the customer
has consistently been an issue which Staff has examined in the analysis of past storm
outages.

Specific recommendations have been made by Staff to examine the

development of the time to be provided to the customer. In its Staff Report on the 2005
Storm Outage, Staff also encouraged the Company to consider the scripts used to
communicate with the customer.

Many customer complaints received by the

Commission noted that the estimates they received were so inaccurate, they would prefer
to receive no estimate at all.
The 2005 Storm Outage Report noted the Company’s efforts to work on the development
of a better, more realistic provision of restoration time. Because of the importance of this
type of information to the customer, the Staff recommended a further review of this
estimate of restoration time.
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Prior to the 2006 Storm, the Company took several steps to address the future utilization
of ERT during major storm situations. The Company determined that it would disable
the automatic generation and reporting of ERT to specific customers during major
storms. They made the decision to produce a general ERT for all customers affected by
this storm. This general statement of restoration was to indicate to the customer the
severity of the storm and the potential for an extended outage.
After the storms on July 19th, AmerenUE issued information to the media and
government officials that indicated that all customers would be restored within three to
five days. On July 21st, the second wave of storms hit the service area and the estimates
were updated to reflect the greater amount of damage brought on by these storms. As
field checkers are able to determine the extent of damage and assign crews, more
information is determined regarding the actual repairs needed and the relationship of this
repair to others pending. As a crew is assigned to a job, they are required to enter an
estimate of restoration time for that job.
Several messages have been developed and were used during this storm restoration effort
to communicate the extent of the storm damage to customers.

The following are

examples of these messages:
Thank you for calling AmerenUE. Due to wide spread storm damage in the St.
Louis metro area all efforts today are dedicated to power restoration. If you are
calling for any reason other than to report an outage or emergency situation,
please call back at a later date. We apologize for any inconvenience and thank
you for your understanding.
Due to wide spread storm damage in the St. Louis metro area, estimated
restoration times are not available at this time; however, extended outages are
anticipated and alternative arrangements for elderly or persons with medical
needs are recommended. Downed wires may be energized and pose a serious
hazard. Do not approach them. All non-outage related service requests have been
suspended. If you are calling for any reason other than to report an outage or
emergency situation, please call back at a later date. We apologize for any
inconvenience and thank you for your understanding.
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The Staff believes that it was appropriate for AmerenUE to disable its ERT when it
became clear that the storm had caused major, widespread damage throughout the
Company’s service area. Staff has reviewed all of the complaints and comments filed by
customers as a result of this outage. The number of customers mentioning this issue has
been significantly reduced from prior outages. While some customers still wanted an
estimate of their restoration time, many more customers simply wanted better
communication regarding the extent of the outage.
The Company has responded appropriately to the Staff’s recommendation regarding
estimated restoration time. The Call Center chapter of this report provides more detail on
the utilization of estimated restoration time associated with the July 2006 outage.
’05 Recommendation # 4) The Company continues its efforts to communicate with
its medical equipment registry customers the importance of customer initiated
alternatives being available in the event of an extended outage.
Status: AmerenUE provides customers with a letter clearly explaining the provisions of
the Medical Equipment Registry (MER). The letter is sent to all new enrollments, annual
renewals and then again with the confirmation of new enrollments. This letter has been
revised several times in response to Staff concerns noted in the prior Storm Reports of
2004 & 2005. The Company has rewritten its MER letter to customers to emphasize that
it is very important that these customers have developed a back-up plan to be
implemented in the event of a major widespread outage.

The letter also includes

information about a dedicated telephone number that MER customers can call in the
event of a power outage at their residence.
The letter contains the following language:
We realize the importance of electric service to you. However, since we cannot
guarantee uninterrupted electric service, you may want to refer to the supplier of
the equipment or your physician for a back-up system. You should also be aware
that after major storms or other unforeseen circumstances beyond our control, it
may not be possible to restore service for lengthy periods of a time, and a back-up
plan should be considered. While we will work as quickly as possible to restore
service, priority treatment is not ensured.
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Customers in the MER program have taken advantage of the special phone lines to report
their outage. The following table illustrates the large number of calls received in on this
phone line to accept calls from MER customers and to report wires down.
WIRE DOWN AND MEDICAL EQUIPMENT REGISTRY
CALLS IN TO SPECIAL PHONE LINES
Date
Calls Offered Calls Handled % Answered Average Speed of
Answer (min:sec)
07/19/06
3067
975
31.79
6:58
07/20/06
13,629
12,903
94.67
0:27
07/21/06
11,732
11,460
97.68
0:10
07/22/06
8,344
8,301
99.48
0:03
07/23/06
7,065
7,026
99.45
0:03
07/24/06
6,753
6,695
99.14
0:06
07/25/06
4,926
4,910
99.68
0:04
07/26/06
4,064
4,049
99.63
0:03
07/27/06
2,538
2,531
99.72
0:03
07/28/06
1,593
1,562
98.05
0:14
Total
63,711
60,412
94.82
0:17
Source: Company response to Staff data request #7
It is difficult to directly compare the figures on medical equipment registry customers
calling in from the prior storm in 2005 to this storm since this phone line also took
reports of wires down. The figures above include both items. There were also some
issues with the dedicated phone numbers being distributed to others outside of the
specific group they were intended for. Even with these difficulties, it appears that the
vast majority of the calls were answered in a timely manner.
The Staff believes that the Company’s actions represent an appropriate response to this
recommendation in the 2005 Storm Report.
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’05 Recommendation # 5) Representatives from the nursing home industry and the
Company meet to discuss the feasibility of AmerenUE’s proposal regarding the
registration of long term care facilities.
Status: Representatives from Ameren’s management in Distribution Operations and
Customer Relations met with representatives from the Department of Health and Senior
Services (DHSS) on February 23, 2006, to discuss concerns regarding nursing home
facilities during periods of extended outages. The group reviewed the Ameren proposal
to register qualified facilities.

Over the next several months, Ameren and DHSS

continued their discussions to develop a list of nursing homes. From this list, Ameren
determined which facilities were Ameren customers and then applied technology to plot
the facilities on area maps.
During the most recent outage in July, Ameren worked closely with municipalities and
other government offices to identify a number of facilities requiring special attention. The
Company is continuing to investigate alternatives to help meet the need for the safety and
health of this group.
The Staff believes the Company has responded appropriately to this recommendation in
the 2005 Storm Report.
’05 Recommendation # 6) The Company should expand its presentation of
informational meetings regarding major outages prior to storm season to include
city and county officials.
Status: Ameren held a number of meetings with community leaders, mayors and
municipal officials in response to this recommendation. The Company hosted the St.
Louis County Municipal League monthly meeting at its corporate headquarters on
January 26, 2006. Information was presented at the meeting about storm preparation and
response. Approximately fifty community leaders attended the meeting. Ameren had a
number of staff available to respond to questions and conducted tours of its EOC. A
similar meeting was also held with the St. Charles County mayors and city
administrators.
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Two public meetings were held for the community at large at the Olivette Community
Center on November 29 and December 1, 2005. A number of Company personnel were
available to answer questions about storm restoration, tree trimming, and power quality.
Customer service personnel were also available to answer specific questions related to a
customer’s account.
The Staff believes the Company has responded appropriately to this recommendation in
the 2005 Storm Report. One of Staff’s recommendations in this report is that AmerenUE
continue to hold these informational meetings and make efforts to increase the number of
attendees at these meetings.
’05 Recommendation # 7) The Company should develop an efficient method of
communicating the status of restoration efforts with city and county officials in the
affected area during a major outage.
Status: Community leaders were given an opportunity to receive storm restoration
updates and information directly from Ameren via an e-mail. The community leaders
were told that if they sent a request to an Ameren provided e-mail address, they would
automatically receive updates during a storm. Staff was added to this e-mail distribution
list and during this restoration effort, Staff received regular updates through this e-mail
server list.
The Staff believes the Company has responded appropriately to this recommendation in
the 2005 Storm Report.
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Other Utility Impacts
Following the storms on July 19th and 21st, Staff received a number of phone calls and emails noting problems with water and telecommunications service. Water and Sewer
Department and Telecommunications Department Staff have been in contact with the
utilities they work with in the areas impacted by these storms and prepared the following
assessments. As can be seen from the following, loosing power, and having limited
back-up power, has impacts much broader than just loosing electric service.
Impact of the Storms on Telecommunications Services
Data requests were sent to telecommunications companies providing basic local
telecommunications services in St. Louis, St. Charles, Jefferson, Washington, Iron,
Franklin and St. Francois counties. These companies were selected based on lines served
within any exchanges located within these seven counties according to the company’s
most recent annual report. Responses were received from eighteen companies. Staff did
not pursue responses from the non-responding companies because these companies rely
on facilities provided by an underlying carrier who provided both wholesale and retail
information. Several companies reported the storms did impact their service offerings;
however, only to the extent the underlying carrier experienced a problem or the
telecommunications equipment supplied by the customer was dependant on commercial
power.

In this respect, four telecommunications companies (AT&T Missouri,

CenturyTel, Charter and NuVox) had facilities that were directly affected by the storms
of July 19th and 21st.
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Listed below is a summary of how these storms impacted these four companies:
Totals
1. Central offices impacted by the storm

34

2. Remote terminals impacted by the storm

178

3. Total access lines in the 7 counties

1,067,355

4. Total access lines in exchanges exposed to power & storm damage

954,343

5. Lines out-of-service due to loss of power

37,599

6. Lines out-of-service due to damaged plant

9,785

7. Total lines out-of-service (Line 5 + Line 6)

47,384

8. % of lines in total area without service (Line 7/Line 3)

4.44%

9. Total lines maintained by generators or battery back-up

906,959

Telecommunications Service Outages
A total of 47,384 lines experienced telecommunications service outages due to these
storms. The reasons for customers experiencing service outages are two-fold. One
reason is due to physical damage to telecommunications company facilities such as
downed or damaged lines. Physical damage to telecommunications company facilities
was the cause for telecommunications service outages for 9,785 St. Louis area lines. A
second reason is due to the loss of commercial electrical power since all telephone
service is somewhat dependant on electrical power.

Analog telephone service requires

electrical power only at the central office; however, other telephone technologies may
require power at multiple locations. For example, telephone service provided by digital
line carrier (DLC) requires power at both the central office and the DLC or node. In
cable and fiber to the home applications electrical power is required at potentially three
locations: the central office, a DLC or node and at the customer premise, including
power for the customer’s telecommunications equipment.

Loss of commercial electrical

power caused telecommunications service interruptions or outages for 37,599 consumers.
Proactive measures were taken by certain companies to try and minimize the number of
customers experiencing an outage. For instance, back-up batteries and/or generators
were placed at central offices or head-ends and remote terminals.

Back-up power

provided by telecommunications companies maintained telecommunications services for
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906,959 lines. Absent the use of batteries and generators all of these lines would have
experienced a telecommunications service outage.

The average amount of time a

company used back-up power was thirty-two hours. Some companies attempted to
accelerate restoring service by using either contract labor or additional resources from
other locations within their respective companies.
911 Service
Action was taken to ensure 911 services were available and working in all areas.
Companies re-routed traffic for eleven public service answering points (PSAPs) which
are locations where 911 calls are answered. Re-routing calls to a particular PSAP is
necessary if calls to a PSAP location cannot be completed. In this instance the eleven
PSAPs lost electrical power. The 911 networks are continually monitored and if a PSAP
experiences problems a re-route of the 911 traffic to another PSAP will occur. The
eleven PSAPs that lost power serve approximately 240,000 lines and 911 traffic rerouting
was transparent to callers. The first occurrence of rerouting 911 traffic occurred at 7:45
PM on July 19th and the 911 network was finally back to normal by 9 AM on July 24th.
The Storms Did Create Call Congestion
The storms did create significant call congestion. Many callers received a “no circuits
available” announcement or experienced a delay in receiving a dial tone.

Callers

attempting to dial three specific numbers in the St. Louis area created call congestion
problems. Two of these telephone numbers are associated with AmerenUE’s call center
(314-342-1000 & 314-342-1111) while the third number serves a weather forecast hotline
(314-321-2222). Implementation of network traffic controls occurred on these three
numbers on three different occasions during the July 19th, 20th and 21st time period for a
total of 19.5 hours. Network traffic controls limit the number of calls that can be
completed to the terminating numbers and ensures network resources are available to
complete other calls without completely shutting down the network.
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Recommendation
Commission rule 4 CSR 240-32.060 (5) includes requirements for telecommunications
companies in the event of an emergency such as an electrical power outage. Currently
telecommunications companies are required to make reasonable provisions to meet
emergencies resulting from lightning or power service failures and unusual and
prolonged increases in traffic. The primary specific requirement is for a company to have
a minimum of three hours of battery reserve at each central office. Although Staff has
not currently evaluated the costs, the Commission may want to give consideration to
expanding its rules to include a requirement that battery reserves and/or generators be
installed or made available for Digital Line Carrier and node locations as well as the
customer’s location. Such a proposal, if implemented, could help to minimize service
outages in the future for providers whose service requires electrical power.
Recommendation: (Telecommunications) The Commission may want to give
consideration to expanding its current back-up power requirement to include
battery reserves and/or generators for Digital Line Carrier and node locations as
well as the customer’s location.

Impact of the Storms on Water Utilities
As a result of the facility-specific impacts shown in the table at the end of this section,
Missouri American Water Company’s (MAWC) production, system pumping and usable
storage capacities were significantly reduced, particularly in its systems located north of
I-70. Also, MAWC's ability to pump in "replacement" water from unaffected supply and
storage facilities was affected. As a result of these various capacity reductions, system
pressures in certain communities located north of I-70 dropped below 20 psi. Due to this
drop in pressure, MAWC issued a precautionary boil water advisory for the entirety of its
system located north of I-70. MAWC did not, however, have any customer service
outages.
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The boil water advisory was issued on July 19th at 11:25 PM, and was subsequently lifted
on July 21st at 4:30 AM. The boil water advisory was lifted after water samples taken
from the affected areas on July 20th at approximately 9 AM were tested and found not to
be contaminated. Follow-up water sampling was also done at approximately noon and 3
PM on July 20th, with the results from those sample tests also showing no contamination.
In addition to MAWC’s efforts to ensure that its facilities were returned to service as
quickly as possible, MAWC also made arrangements with a local supplier to have bottled
water available for distribution in the affected area if it became clear that there was a
demand for the bottled water. However, the Company did not have to implement the
plan for making the bottled water available due to a lack of requests for it. MAWC was
also advised by the Staff, during the evening of July 20th, to contact the EOC at SEMA
regarding the arrangements it had made for a bottled water supply, as it was believed that
SEMA was the best point of contact regarding the possible need for distribution of the
bottled water supply that was available.
MAWC's North County production facility has been in operation since 1954 utilizing
dual power feeds from separate supply grids, and until this storm had experienced only
one other situation where both of these power feeds were lost at the same time for a
period of over one hour.
Recommendation: (Water) MAWC should assess additional methods to get
information to customers regarding boil orders, if any, during major outage events
when customers do not have access to the normal media they use to receive
information. These additional means may include the OWS network system, the
Post Office, flyers posted at shopping centers, super markets, gas stations, and other
locations where people are likely to read a notice.
Recommendation: (Water) MAWC should assess whether it needs to have on-site
back-up generators installed, or have access to portable generators, at its major
production facilities in order to provide reliable water service in the future given the
outage history they have experienced at these facilities.
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Notes Regarding Table Below on Impact of Storms on MAWC Facilities
All of the electric service interruptions reported in the table below occurred shortly after
the storms on July 19th. While the primary and secondary power feeds to all of the
affected facilities are provided by AmerenUE, the secondary feeds to each of the facilities
are provided from different service "grids" than the grids from which the primary feeds
are provided. Power supply was restored to the affected facilities at various times after
the initial outages, and initially only to one of the power feeds for each of the facilities.
The most important restoration of service shortly after the storms on July 19th was the
restoration of service to the North Plant production facility at approximately 4:30 AM on
July 20th.

Affected Facilities

Impact of Storm on Facilities

Fee Fee Storage Facility

Both the primary and secondary power feeds were
lost.

Ferguson Storage Facility

Both the primary and secondary power feeds were
lost.

Lucas & Hunt Booster Station

Both the primary and secondary power feeds were
lost.

Meramec Production Facility

Both the primary and secondary power feeds to the
plant's intakes were lost.

North Plant Production Facility Both the primary and secondary power feeds were
lost, and an on-site back-up generator was also
damaged and could not be used for a short period of
time.
Rock Hill Booster Station

Both the primary and secondary power feeds were
lost.

South Plant Production Facility Both the primary and secondary power feeds to the
plant intakes were lost.
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Other PSC-Regulated Water & Sewer Utilities
Other utilities contacted by the Water & Sewer Department regarding the possible impact
of the storm were: Central Jefferson County Utilities; KMB Utility Corporation; Mill
Creek Sewers; Port Perry Service Company; and Terre Du Lac Utilities Corporation.
None of these utilities reported service-related problems, but Central Jefferson County
Utilities and Mill Creek Sewers did report that there were short power supply outages in
and around their service territories.
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Appendix A
Electric Utility Reliability
Associated with this investigation, Staff reviewed AmerenUE’s procedures to address
day-to-day service reliability in general. Staff notes that general reliability of service and
improved storm restoration performance through preparation for major storm outage
events are two different topics with very limited relation to one another. Tree trimming
to reduce the frequency of tree limb related momentary outages is very different than
trimming to reduce the frequency of large limb damage to electric utility infrastructure
during major storms.
Staff’s review of service reliability standards in nearby states shows that some states have
implemented reliability reporting requirements while others have not. Ameren operates
in both Missouri and Illinois.

Ameren has stated in interviews with Staff that its

procedures for tracking and improving reliability are basically the same in both states
even though the reporting requirements are different.

In Illinois service reliability

metrics are required to be reported on a regular basis while in Missouri reporting is on an
as-needed basis.
Associated with this investigation, Staff reviewed a number of standard reliability indices
for Ameren’s facilities in Missouri and Illinois and developed the following graphs to
illustrate the results of this review.
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The following graph illustrates SAIFI which is calculated as the total number of customer
interruptions in a year divided by the total number of customers served.
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The graph below illustrates CAIFI which is calculated as the total number of customer
interruptions in a year divided by the total number of customers affected by an
interruption.
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The graph below illustrates SAIDI which is calculated as the sum of customer
interruption durations (in minutes) in a year divided by the total number of customers
affected by an interruption.
Missouri & Illinois SAIDI by Year
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Finally, the graph below illustrates CAIDI which is calculated as the sum of customer
interruption durations (in minutes) in a year divided by the total number of customer
interruptions.
Missouri & Illinois CAIDI by Year
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AmerenUE has several programs in place focused on tracking and improving reliability
within its different districts (usually referred to as divisions). These programs include the
following:

Overhead Circuit Inspections, Tap Fusing, Recloser/Sectionalization,

Division Reliability Reviews and Weekly Device Outage Reviews. In addition to these
formalized programs, AmerenUE also responds to individual customer requests related to
frequent momentary outages and customer-specific concerns about general reliability.
AmerenUE’s Overhead Circuit Inspection Program utilizes its vegetation management
contractors to assist in identifying infrastructure problems. Vegetation contractors are
trained to identify possible equipment problems and notify AmerenUE of these issues
through overhead equipment damage reports. This program was implemented in 2002
and, along with AmerenUE’s Third-Party Attachment Audit Program, is the primary
means that AmerenUE is using to assess the condition of its non-feeder distribution poles.
AmerenUE’s Tap Fusing, Recloser and Sectionalization Program utilizes past outage
information, normalized to remove storm events, and the numbers of customers on each
circuit to determine optimal locations to install tap fuses, reclosers and/or additional
circuit sectionalization. Tap fuses limit the extent of an outage to other customers due to
issues that may only affect a single service tap.

Automatic reclosers detect fault

conditions and rather than simply tripping the circuit as a fuse would do, will attempt
several times to close the circuit back in and will only trip out of service if the fault
appears to be more than a momentary condition. Sectionalization is similar to looping in
that customers may be served from more than one circuit and switches can be set to
automatically connect to a different circuit if loss of power is experienced on one side of
the switch. The types of faults where this equipment is useful in improving reliability
may include a single tree branch contacting a line or a squirrel on top of a pole mounted
transformer.

Division engineers review the information from tap fuse studies to

coordinate these potential projects to improve reliability with other potential projects that
may include reclosers and/or additional circuit sectionalization. Generally, installation of
this type of equipment is more easily justified as the number of customers on a particular
circuit increases.
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The tap fusing program was implemented in 2003 and has resulted in approximately
1,200 tap fuses being installed. AmerenUE currently has approximately 2,400 reclosers
and sectionalization devices on 1,143 12kV circuits.
AmerenUE’s Division Reliability Reviews bring together division construction, forestry,
operating, substations and reliability engineering on a semiannual basis to review worst
performing circuits, extended outage data, frequent interruptions data, longest outage
data, highest customer interruptions data and data describing the primary causes of
outages.

Each division’s engineering group then annually generates a reliability

improvement plan.

These plans include recommended upgrades to improve worst

performing circuits, reduce high loads on particular feeders, tap fuse installations, animal
guarding and other projects. Each of AmerenUE’s divisions is given a SAIFI target to hit
and a timeframe to meet this target. SAIFI stands for System Average Interruption
Frequency Index and is calculated based on the total number of customer interruptions in
a year divided by the total number of customers served. As previously shown, from year
2000 to 2005, AmerenUE’s Missouri SAIFI has varied between 1.31 and 1.41.
Raw outage data, including data from major storms, is typically normalized per The
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers, Inc. (IEEE) Standard 1366 to remove
major storm outages before reliability indices, including SAIFI, are calculated. Without
this normalization it is possible that improvement work to address a particular reliability
metric could be attempting to fix a problem that doesn’t exist without the extraordinary
impacts of a storm that is unlikely to happen again in the near future.
Each week Device Outage reports are provided to each division’s engineer. Devices that
experienced an interruption in the past week and having three or more interruptions in the
last year are highlighted. Each division engineer then decides what action may be
necessary, if any, for these devices and if a repair action is required it is scheduled in
AmerenUE’s Outage Analysis System (OAS).
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When particular reliability concerns are noted, AmerenUE assigns personnel to patrol and
inspect these circuits. These concerns may be brought to AmerenUE’s attention through
customer calls, calls from local or state elected officials or calls from the Staff.
Projects identified in the programs above that require financial review, over $50k, are
annually submitted to the Capital Review Committee within Ameren for prioritization.
These programs are then assessed using AmerenUE’s Integrated Spending Prioritization
Tool that scores potential projects on their perceived impacts on safety, reliability,
customer satisfaction, operations, cost and strategic objectives. The total expenditure
levels made available to these programs each year are determined by AmerenUE based
on overall spending targets and then operations and maintenance expense and capital
expenditure spending targets are developed based on analyses of anticipated cash flow,
net income, credit ratings and strategic goals.
In an effort to identify trends in transmission and distribution (T&D) maintenance
funding by Ameren, Staff requested data from AmerenUE for 2001 through 2005.
Expenditure levels for this time frame are shown in the following graph.
AmerenUE T&D Maintenance Expenditures (in 1,000s) by Year
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AmerenUE T&D operations employee levels by function are shown in the following
graph (not including contractors). AmerenUE has stated in interviews with Staff that the
“other distribution” employee reduction between 2002 and 2003 was a result of
management and clerical staffing reductions. Transmission and distribution lineman
levels remained relatively unchanged between 2001 and 2005.
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One issue that Staff has noted in the past that certainly contributes to reliability problems
on AmerenUE’s system is its high percentage of circuits that are routed in the backs of
housing lots versus along streets. This is sometimes referred to as “backlot routing”.
AmerenUE estimates that 40% of its distribution facilities in Missouri are located in offroad locations. In the St. Louis City/County area, AmerenUE estimates that the number
of off-road distribution facilities may be as high as 50%.
Backlot line placement greatly increases the exposure of power lines to damage from
trees and compounds storm restoration efforts due to difficulty accessing these corridors
after a major storm. When a utility pole breaks in these backlot routed areas, the effort to
bring a utility pole and drilling rig into these areas without damaging fences, hedge rows,
rock gardens and landscaping can be extraordinary.
7

Associated with this case, six public hearings were held in the areas most impacted by
storm related outages. It was anticipated that many of the witnesses would have concerns
about vegetation management and how long they were without power associated with this
restoration effort.

In addition to these concerns many of the witnesses expressed

frustration with the duration and frequency of outages they are experiencing not related to
storms. The Consumer Complaints section of this report includes an outage analysis
section on nine customers that expressed reliability concerns during the public hearings.
AmerenUE has, within the last five years, implemented a number of initiatives to
improve reliability of service to their customers. Associated with their current rate case,
Staff and AmerenUE are discussing additional programs to reduce storm related damage
exposure to the portions of AmerenUE’s system that serve large numbers of customers
(feeders / backbone systems). In order to assess how successful AmerenUE’s current and
planned reliability improvement programs are, and provide the Staff with information on
a more frequent basis for oversight purposes, implementing a reliability reporting rule is
appropriate at this time. A draft rule that would accomplish this is attached in Appendix
F.
Recommendation: Adopt and implement a Commission rule that requires electric
utilities to annually report certain standard reliability metrics, their programs for
attaining or improving these metrics, the status of these programs, and program
funding levels.
Attached to the end of this appendix is a document from Cooper Power Systems
(Reference Data R280-90-7) that provides a brief overview of reliability indices and how
they can be improved by installation of different types of equipment.
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COOPER Power Systems
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Analysis of Distribution System
Reliability and Outage Rates
Reliability Analysis
Reference Data R280-90-7 provides information on the
measurement and improvement of distribution system
reliability. Standard indices to measure system reliability,
outage rate goals, types of faults, and types of outages
will be discussed . Both transient and permanent outages
are included in the measurement of reliability . Examples
of various types of distribution systems will show how
outage rates can be reduced and system reliability
improved by the application of distribution switchgear.
Improvement that can be obtained through system
automation using remote identification and remote
switching will be included .

Performance Indices
When discussing outage rates, industry standard reliability indices will be used . Standard indices permit meaningful comparisons between utilities or between different
divisions of a given utility. Most important, they allow
evaluation of system changes by a direct comparison of
past and future performance of a feeder or system as
changes are made . An outage definition will vary from
utility to utility. The standard indices used are listed
below.

System Average Interruption
Frequency Index (SAIFI)
Defines the average number of times that a customer's
service is interrupted during a year . A customer interruption is defined as one interruption to one customer.

R280-90-7
Customer Average Interruption
Duration Index (CAIDI)
Defines the average interruption duration for those customers interrupted during a year .
CAIDI = sum of customer interruption durations
total number of customer interruptions

Momentary Average Interruption
Frequency Index (MAIFI)
Defines the average number of times that a customer's
service is momentarily interrupted during a year . A customer interruption is defined as one interruption to one
customer.
MAIFI = total number of customer momentary interruptions
total number of customers served

Momentary Average Interruption
Frequency Events Index (MAIFIE)
Defines the average number of times that a customer's
service experiences a momentary interruption event during a year. An event is one, two, or more momentary
interruptions during the short time period required by a
device to restore service .
MAIFI E = total number of customer momentary interruption events
total number of customers served

Average Service Availability Index
(ASAI)

SAIFI = total number of customer interruptions
total number of customers served

Defines the ratio of the total number of customer hours
that service was available during the year to the total customer hours demanded . (Customer hours demanded =
24 hours/day x 365 days = 8760 hours)

System Average Interruption Duration
Index (SAIDI)

ASAI =

Defines the average interruption duration per customer
served per year.

For example, a SAIDI of 1 .0 hours per year would be figured as follows :

SAIDI = sum of customer interruption durations
total number of customers affected

ASAI =

8760-SAIDI
8760

88760

.0

= 99 .989%

760 - 1

Customer Average Interruption
Frequency Index
Defines the average number of interruptions per customer interrupted per year .
CAIFI = total number of customer interruptions
total number of customers affected

April 2003

•

Supersedes 12/87
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Outage Rate Goals

Feeder Length and Voltage

An outage definition will vary from utility to utility . Some
utilities define an outage as an interruption of electric service for a period of two minutes while others may consider five minutes of interrupted service an outage . There
are two types of outages covered in the analysis . A sustained outage is defined as a loss of service for more
than a normal reclosing interval . A momentary outage is
a brief service interruption of less than a reclosing interval . Historically, power distribution systems have been
designed to reduce sustained outages . Today, because
of the increasing use of electronics and computer equipment, customers are more sensitive to momentary interruptions experienced during the clearing of temporary
faults . Reducing both sustained and momentary outages
is now a goal in designing system reliability .

Many utilities have found that their service reliability deteriorated significantly when they converted to a higher distribution voltage (for example ; from 4 kV to 13 kV) . The
higher distribution voltage allowed them to service longer
feeder lengths and more customers with a given feeder ;
however, each outage that occurred affected more customers . The longer feeders also require more patrol time
to locate and repair a fault .

Outage rate goals will vary depending upon the nature of
the distribution system . Urban systems typically have
less line exposure than do rural systems . As a result,
urban systems generally experience fewer outages per
year than rural systems . Typical outage rate goals for
urban and rural distribution systems are to limit outages
to an average of 1 .0 (urban) and 1 .5 (rural) outages per
year (SAIFI) . With each outage lasting an average duration of 1 hour, (CAIDI), the average annual interruption is
1 .0 hours for urban systems and 1 .5 hours for rural distribution systems .

To restore service reliability, the first step is to sectionalize each feeder into smaller sections . This limits the number of customers affected by a given outage and reduces
the patrol time needed to locate and repair the fault .
Operating experience of a number of utilities that have
adopted this sectionalizing practice suggests that an optimum feeder segment is 3 to 5 MVA . As the load of a line
segment approaches 8 to 10 MVA, outage rates increase
to unsatisfactory levels .
When further reliability improvement is desired,
some utilities have utilized loop operation of adjacent
feeders, as shown in Figure 9 . This operation
not only sectionalizes the feeder into smaller segments,
it allows the utility to restore service to customers at the
end of a feeder, minimizing any outage to the smallest
possible segment of the feeder . As an example, two large
eastern utilities that have adopted this scheme have
achieved the following service continuity records :
Utility A

TABLE 1
Typical Utility Outage Rate Goals

0 .715 outages per customer per year (SAIFI), 1 .056
hours per outage (CAIDI), resulting in 0 .767 outage
hours per customer per year (SAIDI) .

Urban and Rural Systems

Index
SAIFI
SAIFI
CAIDI
SAIDI
SAIDI
ASAI
ASAI
MAIFI E

2

System Type
Urban
Rural
Rural/Urban
Urban
Rural
Urban
Rural
Rural

Operating Goal
1 .0 Outages Per Year
1 .5 Outage Per Year
1 .0 Hours Per Outage
1 .0 Outage Hours Per Year
1 .5 Outage Hours Per Year
99 .989% Annual Service Availability
99 .983% Annual Service Availability
4 .0 Interruptions per year

Utility B
0 .475 outages per customer per year (SAIFI), 1 .4 hours
per outage (CAIDI), resulting in 0 .665 hours per outage
per customer per year.

R280-90-7
Types of Faults
Maximum service reliability is achieved when the distribution system is designed and operated to minimize the
effect of any fault that may occur . Two types of faults are
encountered on an overhead distribution system : transient and permanent .

RECLOSER

C

Transient Faults
A transient fault is one that does not require corrective
action to remove the fault from the system . If the arc can
be cleared quickly, before burning into a permanent fault,
the cause of the fault is gone . Since no equipment damage has occurred, the circuit can be re-energized immediately and service returned to the entire system . A transient fault would result from occurrences such as lightning, an arc caused by an animal or tree branch that then
falls clear, or the wind momentarily blowing two conductors together .
On most distribution systems, the majority of faults (60%
to 90%) are transient in nature . With proper protection
devices (fast tripping with fast reclosing), these faults can
be cleared without a sustained outage .

Figure 1 .
Reclosers and fuses provide protection against
transient and permanent faults .
The fast trip curve of the recloser is used to clear all transient faults on the main feeder and taps . For permanent
faults on the taps, the recloser time-delay curve allows
the tap fuse to clear, resulting in an outage on the tap
only as shown in Figure 2 .

Permanent Faults
A permanent fault is one in which permanent damage
has resulted from the cause of the fault . A permanent
fault usually requires some form of repair before power
can be restored . Examples include a broken insulator, a
broken conductor, or an automobile knocking a pole
down . It also includes faults that are initially transient in
nature but result in permanent damage to the system
With permanent faults, the line must be de-energized, a
line crew brought to the site, and repairs made . Outage
times range from 30 minutes to many hours and produce
sustained outages.

Outage Rate Reduction Methods

RECLOSER AVERAGE CLEARING CURVE
'*_11 FOR TIME-DELAY OPERATION

w
I-

For faults on the main feeder line, a line-sectionalizing
device (recloser or sectionalizer) can be used to divide
the feeder into smaller line segments . All taps should
have a protective device (fuses for small taps, a recloser
or sectionalizer for larger taps) where they connect to the
main feeder . Even on very small taps, a fuse should be
used . The justification is that this type of tap fuse does
not protect the tap, it protects the remainder of the distribution feeder from a fault on the tap .
The extent of the outage can be minimized by limiting the
size and length of the affected line . The shorter line segment minimizes the number of customers affected and
minimizes the time required to patrol the line and locate
the fault.

AMPERE

Figure 2 .
Recloser/fuse link coordination .

A combination of a recloser and fuses, as shown in
Figure 1, is typically used to provide protection against
both transient and permanent faults .
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Example 2

Outage Rate Reduction
Examples
The following examples describe how outage rates can
be reduced by various approaches to using main-line
sectionalizing devices, recloser/fuse coordination, and
loop schemes .

Circuit Breaker in Substation without
Instantaneous Tripping
All faults on taps result in an outage due to fuse operation . Refer to Figure 4 .

Example I
Use of Main-Line-Sectionalizing
Device
Investigate outage rates for one fault at F1 and one fault
at F2 as shown in Figure 3 .

Figure 4 .
Substation breaker set on all delay operations to
lockout .

A

U2

U2

f- 500 CUSTOMERS--b-

500 CUSTOMERS----N0L = Load

Figure 3 .
Calculating reliability .

Each outage = 1 hour in length (time required to locate
fault and restore service) .
With No Line Recloser :
Fault at Fl : 1000 customers x 1 hr. = 1000 cust . hrs .

Options to Improve Service Reliability
1 . Replace breaker with recloser.
Outage rate should decrease by a rate equal to the
ratio of transient faults to permanent faults on the system . Therefore, if 70% of faults are initially transient
by nature, outage rates will decrease by 70% .
2 . If committed to existing breaker protection, adding a
recloser in line will still provide a dramatic decrease in
outage rate :
Note :

25% decrease due to line sectionalizing as described in
earlier systems.

Fault at F2 : 1000 customers x 1 hr. = 1000 cust . hrs .

Additional Benefits

Outage Total = 2000 cust . hrs .
Option to Improve Service Reliability

Reduction in tap outages due to transient fault protection
provided by recloser. 50% of taps x 70% transient fault
rate = 35% reduction in outage rate .

Adding a recloser at point A, shown in Figure 3, as a
main-line-sectionalizing device will reduce outage rates
caused by faults on the main feeder.

Therefore, the total reduction in outage equals 25%
+35% = 60% reduction in outage rate .

With Recloser at A :
Fault at Fl : 1000 customers x 1 hr. = 1000 cust . hrs .
Fault at F2 : 500 customers x 1 hr . = 500 cust. hrs .
Outage Total = 1500 customer hours
Outage rate with line recloser equals 1500/2000 or 75%
of rate without line recloser; or: 500/2000 = 25% reduction in outage rate .
Note :

A sectionalizer can be substituted at point A to produce
the same 25% reduction in outage rate .

The actual reduction in outage rate will be greater than
the 25% calculated due to the shorter time required to
patrol the line and locate the fault (crew must patrol only
1/2 of total line for fault at either F1 or F2) .
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Example 3
Circuit Breaker in Substation with
Fast and Delayed Relay Settings
A breaker utilizing a conventional relay setting of one
instantaneous (INST) trip followed by time-delay trip
operations, with the INST trip level set typically at 2 1/2
times the basic phase and ground trip settings, as shown
in Figure 5 .

3 . Add a recloser in the line as shown in Figure 6 . This
will provide the 25% reduction in the outage rate as
described earlier, plus some added improvement due
to the added reach (or sensitivity) afforded by the
more sensitive trip settings of the line recloser .
Note: It is generally very difficult, or impossible, for any substation device to be set to provide reach for protection
to the ends of all taps .

Phase trip = 800 A, INST at 2000 A
Ground trip = 300 A, INST at 750 A
BREAKER
i
FEEDER
RECLOSER

Figure 6 .
Feeder recloser with conventional recloser settings .
Figure 5 .
Substation breaker with typical relay settings .

Example 4
Loop Schemes

The 750 A ground trip instantaneous setting generally will
not provide reach for faults distant from the substation ;
thus all transient faults occurring at these locations and
all faults below 750 A magnitude on any tap will result in
an outage .
Options to Improve Service Reliability
1 . Replace breaker with recloser using conventional
recloser sequence providing fast tripping at basic trip
levels selected . With electronic control the fast TimeCurrent Curve (TCC) can be selected with adequate
time delay near minimum trip to prevent any nuisance
trips . Sequence coordination feature can be used for
even better coordination if any down-line reclosers
are used .
The reduction in outage rate is dependent on the
parameter of the circuit - how many faults below 750
A (as an example) are experienced . For a moderately long feeder with lengthy taps, a 50% reduction in
the outage rate may be reasonable .

For the highest level of service reliability, some utilities
have chosen loop schemes . The following example
shows the improvement in service reliability that can be
accomplished by midpoint sectionalizing and addition of
a tie recloser between feeders .
Assume one fault at each section, for one hour duration
each, as shown in Figure 7 .
Fault at Fl : 1000 customers x 1 hr. = 1000 cust . hrs .
Fault at F2 : 1000 customers x 1 hr. = 1000 cust . hrs .
Fault at F3 : 1000 customers x 1 hr. = 1000 cust . hrs .
Fault at F4 : 1000 customers x 1 hr. = 1000 cust . hrs .
Outage Total = 4000 cust . hrs .
i

FEEDER
A

500 OUST.

L:i

X
F1
f-

2 . Add a recloser in line ; even without breaker changeout, it will still provide dramatic improvement . The line
recloser provides a 25% reduction in outage rate plus
the reduction in outages on the taps due to the
increased reach of the recloser .

i-- i
A

500 OUST.

X
F2

v2

v2
F4

FEEDER r1 1
B
i

F3

---------

5000UST.

A500 OUST.

Figure 7 .
Typical recloser-protected feeders without midpoint
sectionalizing .
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Options to Improve Service Reliability

Example 5

Refer to Figure 8 and assume one fault at each section,
for one hour duration, to show the effects of midpoint
sectionalizing .

Application of Recloser at Feeder Tap

i

FEEADER
[

i

F1

A

X

H

500 CUST.
U2

Assume the reach of recloser A extends to point D on the
tap as shown in Figure 10 .

F2

X
500 OUST .
f
C

U2

i
500 OUST.
FEEDER
B

A

500 OUST.

i
F3

F4

Figure 8. '
Reclosers at midpoint of feeders .

Fault at Fl : 1000 customers x 1 hr = 1000 cust . hrs .
Fault at F2 : 500 customers x 1 hr = 500 cust . hrs .

Figure 10 .
Feeder tap without recloser protection .

Fault at F3 : 1000 customers x 1 hr = 1000 cust . hrs .
Fault at F4 : 500 customers at 1 hr . = 50 cust . hrs .
Outage Total = 3000 cust . hrs. (25% reduction)
Add a normally open tie recloser between feeders as
shown in Figure 9, set to close upon loss of voltage from
either side . The midpoint reclosers will be sectionalizing
type reclosers, set to automatically open for loss of voltage from their source side .

If a fuse is used at location C :
1 . Any transient fault on the main tap line beyond location D will cause the fuse at C to operate, resulting in
an outage on the entire tap for a fault that was initially transient.
2 . Service restoration can be delayed since crew may
spend considerable time looking for a fault that no
longer exists .
3 . For a transient fault beyond any of the downline
fuses, the downline fuse will operate, again resulting
in a unnecessary outage for a fault that was initially
transient . Use of a recloser at location C can normally be sized to provide reach for the entire tap . The fast
trip of the recloser (as shown in Figure 2) will then
clear transient faults, the reclosing operation then
restoring service to all customers on the tap .

Figure 9 .
Normally open tie recloser between feeders .

Fault at Fl : 500 customers x 1 hr . = 500 cust . hrs .
Fault at F2 : 500 customers x 1 hr . = 500 cust . hrs .
Fault at F3 : 500 customers x 1 hr . = 500 cust . hrs .
Fault at F4 : 500 customers x 1 hr . = 500 cust . hrs .
Outage Total = 2000 cust . hrs .
Adding a tie recloser as shown in Figure 9 and operating
the midpoint reclosers as sectionalizing reclosers has
resulted in a 33 1 /3% reduction in customer outage :
(3000-2000)/4000 = 33 1 /3% .
Adding the three reclosers as shown in Figure 9 to the
two feeders has reduced the outage rate to 50% of the
original : (4000-2000)/4000 = 50% .
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Underground Distribution
Reliability comparisons between overhead and underground feeders and distribution systems present a
unique problem . Underground installation is more costly
than overhead . Since there is no exposure to wind, trees,
or ice, an underground system has few transient faults .
This means there is no need for fast tripping or reclosing
operations . Typically, protection at the substation consists of a single time-delay trip operation and lock open .
When a fault does occur, the outage duration can be
long . It takes time to patrol the line and locate the fault .
Equipment or cable repair can require considerably more
time than equivalent overhead equipment repair . Fewer
outages in an underground system means a lower SAIFI
ratio, while significantly longer repair times will drive the
SAIDI ratio up . The end result may be an unacceptable
average outage ratio .
Option to Improve Service Reliability
The addition of a midpoint fault-sensing and interrupting
device can be used to reduce the number of customers
affected and reduce the time required for fault location .

System Automation
After protective devices are properly applied on a distribution system, the next higher level of system reliability
can be achieved by automating the entire system for
remote identification of faulted sections and rapid isolation of these sections by means of remote switching
operations .
Remote identification of the faulted section eliminates the
time required for line patrol . The remote switching function allows the faulted line to be isolated and service
restored to all other line sections (assuming availability of
an alternate feed to the remote sections) in less than 2
minutes . Thus, the outage is limited to only the faulted
portion of the line .

For this automated operation, switches have been developed that have stored energy operators (allowing remote
switching without power at the switch location) and fault
indicators to provide remote indication of fault location .
The use of switches allows more sectionalizing points on
the feeder without adding any steps of coordination .
Reclosers are used to provide immediate local fault
clearing capabilities that are independent of the communication system or remote computer control .

Summary
Increased usage of electricity has led to the need to
increase distribution system voltages . Utilization of these
higher distribution voltages has resulted in decreased
system reliability and higher customer outage rates .
Efficient application of reclosers and sectionalizers can
provide dramatic improvements in distribution system
reliability.
Using reclosers to provide transient fault protection on
the entire distribution system can improve outage rates
by 50-90% . Reclosers or sectionalizers used as mainline-sectionalizing devices can improve outage rates an
additional 25% .
Even greater service continuity can be achieved by using
nearby feeders as backup supplies . By using reclosers or
sectionalizers as normally open feeder ties with local
supervisory controls, outage rates can be improved by an
additional 50% over unsectionalized systems .
Additional improvements in distribution system reliability
can be obtained through the application of supervisory
control or distribution automation .

Figure 11 illustrates a distribution system using both
switches and line reclosers that can all be operated
remotely.

Figure 11 .
Automated distribution system .
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Appendix B
Electric Utility
Infrastructure Inspection
Programs
Associated with this investigation, Staff reviewed AmerenUE’s infrastructure inspection
and maintenance programs. Not surprisingly, this topic overlaps somewhat with the
reliability discussions in Appendix A as infrastructure inspection and maintenance
programs impact reliability.

As described in Appendix A, AmerenUE’s reliability

maintenance and enhancement programs include the following:

Overhead Circuit

Inspections, Tap Fusing, Recloser/Sectionalization, Division Reliability Reviews and
Weekly Device Outage Reviews. In addition to these formalized programs, AmerenUE
also responds to individual customer requests related to frequent momentary outages and
customer-specific concerns about general reliability.

These programs, to differing

degrees, all relate back to infrastructure inspection and maintenance programs.
Associated with its investigation, Staff contacted sixteen nearby states to determine how
many of them have rules that require their electric utilities to inspect their entire
infrastructure on some specified maximum timeframe. Staff found that of the sixteen
states contacted, four of them require system inspections on specified maximum
timeframes. After examining AmerenUE’s programs and contacting the other investorowned electric utilities in Missouri, Staff believes that it is appropriate to implement an
infrastructure inspection reporting rule at this time. AmerenUE, as well as some other
electric utilities, have recently implemented a number of programs to inspect and
maintain their electricity delivery infrastructure. This rule would provide for regular
reporting on the structure, objectives, funding and status of these programs. A draft rule
that would accomplish this is attached in Appendix E.

1

Recommendation: Adopt and implement a Commission rule that requires electric
utilities to annually submit a report on the structure, objectives, status, and funding
of their transmission and distribution infrastructure inspection and maintenance
programs.
One program that was not addressed in Appendix A was AmerenUE’s utility pole
inspection program.

Associated with this investigation Staff has carefully reviewed

AmerenUE’s pole inspection program. As noted earlier in this report, Staff did not find
that AmerenUE’s infrastructure, including utility poles, exhibited an abnormally high
failure rate in the July 19th and 21st storms.
AmerenUE’s transmission, sub-transmission and backbone feeder system poles currently
fall under specific inspection programs that assess all poles that are older than fifteen
years on regular intervals that do not exceed ten years. Many of the aspects of these
inspection programs implement procedures described in RUS Bulletin 1730B-121.
Attached to the end of this appendix is the U.S. Dept. of Agriculture’s, Rural Utilities
Service (RUS), Bulletin 1730B-121. This bulletin focuses on utility pole inspection and
maintenance programs. The purpose of this document is to provide RUS borrowers with
information and guidance for establishing or sustaining a continuing program of pole
maintenance. In evaluating pole inspection programs, Staff found that electric utility
programs typically implement many of the concepts outlined in this bulletin.
AmerenUE’s formalized inspection program for sub-transmission poles began in 1991
and its inspection program for feeder poles began in 1997. These programs, including
AmerenUE’s transmission pole inspection program, are structured to achieve inspections
of these poles on a ten year cycle and AmerenUE has approximately 220,000 poles under
these programs. These pole inspection programs do not extend down to non-feeder
distribution poles. AmerenUE has approximately 550,000 non-feeder distribution poles
that are currently inspected under AmerenUE’s Overhead Circuit Inspection and Pole
Attachment Audit Programs.

2

In this investigation Staff has not concluded that AmerenUE’s current program for
assessing distribution poles is insufficient. Staff is however concerned with the average
age of AmerenUE’s distribution poles, their expected useful life and the current rejection
and replacement rate of these poles. Staff therefore recommends that AmerenUE assess
its current program according to the following recommendation:
Recommendation: AmerenUE should assess its current non-feeder distribution pole
inspection programs and report to Staff within 180 days on which of the following
approaches it believes is appropriate regarding maintenance and inspection of these
distribution poles:
1) Enhance its existing distribution pole audit programs (overhead circuit
inspection program and pole attachment audits) to increase the likelihood
that these audits will identify distribution poles that should be rejected or
receive additional treatment to extend their useful life;
2) Implement a new program specifically for inspection of distribution poles
that is structured to have a high likelihood of identifying poles that should be
rejected or receive additional treatment to extend their useful life;
3) Demonstrate that the current rate of replacement of distribution poles is
consistent with the anticipated average age of currently installed distribution
poles and their expected useful life, and therefore, no distribution pole audit
program changes are appropriate at this time; or
4) Propose an alternate approach to those programs noted above.

3
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DEFINITIONS
Accelerometer – A device used to measure acceleration.
Fumigants – Preservatives delivered into a pole in a liquid or solid form that vaporize
over time sending fumes throughout a given pole section.
Fungi – Lower life plant form which uses wood for food to sustain life.
Incipient decay – The early stage of decay that has not proceeded far enough to soften
or otherwise perceptibly impair the hardness of wood. It is usually
accompanied by a slight discoloration or bleaching of the wood.
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1.
PURPOSE: The purpose of this guide bulletin is to furnish information and
guidance to Rural Utilities Service (RUS) electric borrowers in establishing or sustaining
a continuing program of effective, ongoing pole maintenance. Discussed are methods
and procedures for inspecting and maintenance of standing poles and for determining
the minimum required groundline circumferences for distribution and transmission
poles.
2.
GENERAL DISCUSSION OF POLE DECAY: Decay of a treated pole is usually a
gradual deterioration caused by fungi and other low forms of plant life. Damage by
insect attack (termites, ants and wood borers) is usually considered jointly with decay
because preservative treatment of wood protects against both fungi and insects. In
most cases, the decay of creosote and pentachlorophenol treated poles occurs just
below the groundline where conditions of moisture, temperature and air are most
favorable for growth of fungi. Decay factors affecting pole life are discussed below.
2.1 Pole Species: Of the millions of poles installed on RUS borrowers’ systems, about
85 percent are deep sapwood southern pines. Untreated, southern pine sapwood is
especially vulnerable to attack by wood destroying fungi, termites, and carpenter ants.
In the Gulf States, where temperature and moisture are most favorable for fungi growth
and environmentally favored by termites and carpenter ants, pole replacement time of
an untreated southern pine pole would be 2 to 3 years. In areas of lower rainfall and
average lower temperatures, the time to pole failure for untreated pine would increase
to 5 to 10 years.
The bulk of the remaining pole population is classified as the western species,
comprised of Douglas fir, western red cedar, lodgepole pine, and ponderosa pine. The
northern pine species, red and jack, are used in relatively small amounts.
Adequate preservative treatment (pole conditioning and preservative penetration and
retention) provides relatively good protection of pole sapwood and the underlying
heartwood. Heartwood of most species varies widely in decay resistance, and is almost
impossible to treat with preservatives. Species resistance to decay are classified as
follows:
Durable – Western red cedar.
Moderately Durable – Douglas fir and most of the pines.
Least Durable – Lodgepole pine. (The use of this species has been limited primarily to
the Mountain States areas.)
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2.2 Preservative Treatments: There are two general classes of preservative treatment,
oil-borne (creosote), pentachlorophenol (penta) in petroleum, and Copper Naphthenate)
and water-borne (arsenates of copper). Creosote was the only preservative used on
rural system poles until 1947, when post-war chemical shortages prompted the
introduction of penta and Copper Napthenate. Both of these preservatives were
dissolved in fuel oils from petroleum or mixed with creosote. Today, these
preservatives are blended with petroleum distillates.
Penta is now the most widely used pole preservative. Where decay problems have
occurred, they have not been attributed to any deficiencies of the preservative, but to
one or more of the following: (1) loss of solvent carrier due to gravitation and bleeding,
(2) poor conditioning of the poles, and (3) loss of dissolved penta to retentions below
the effective threshold. To overcome these deficiencies, treatments and quality control
have been improved.
Wood preservatives used in water-borne solutions include ammoniacal copper zinc
arsenate (ACZA), and chromated copper arsenate (CCA) (types A, B, and C). These
preservatives are often employed when cleanliness and paintability of the treated wood
are required. Several formulations involving combinations of copper, chromium, and
arsenic have shown high resistance to leaching and very good performance in service.
Both ACZA and CCA are included in many product specifications for wood building
foundations, building poles, utility poles, marine piles, and piles for land and fresh water
use. Treatment usually takes place at ambient temperature. During treatment of
Douglas fir, experience has shown that care needs to be taken to ensure that the pole is
sterilized.
2.3 Decay Zones: The map on the following page details the five Decay Severity Zones
of the United States. These zones were originally based on summer humidity and
temperature information and later on a pole performance study conducted by the Rural
Electrification Administration (REA). Decay severity ranges from least severe in Zone 1
to most severe in Zone 5. Service life records, individual experience, and/or a planned
sample inspection should indicate if the decay hazard for a particular system is typical
of the zone in which the system is located.
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DECAY SEVERITY ZONES
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2.4 Types of Decay: After installation, decay organisms may invade the
heartwood of poles through the poorly treated sapwood zones, checks, or
woodpecker holes. Internal decay may occur in pole tops cut after
treatment and in holes bored in the field where supplementary treatment
has been neglected. Insufficient amount of preservative or migration of
oil-type preservatives are the principal causes of external decay in
southern pine poles. Poles in storage can decay because being stacked
horizontally can encourage migration of the oil to the low side, depleting
oil and preservative from the top side. For this reason, it is recommended
that poles in storage are rolled annually to eliminate depletion of
preservative from the top side.

Internal decay may be found in southern pine poles that were not properly
conditioned or in which penetration or the amount (retention) of
preservative is lacking entirely or insufficient. Internal decay of the
western species usually involves the heartwood which has been
improperly seasoned prior to treatment.

External decay above ground, more commonly known as “shell rot”,
occurs frequently in butt-treated western red cedars after 12-15 years of
service.
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PLANNED INSPECTION AND MAINTENANCE PROGRAM: The purpose of a
planned inspection program is to reveal and remove danger poles and to identify
poles which are in early stages of decay so that corrective action can be taken. The
end result of the inspection program is the establishment of a continuing maintenance
program for extending the average service life of all poles on the system. The steps
in developing a planned pole inspection and maintenance program are outlined
below:
3.1 Spot Checking: Spot checking is the initial step in developing a planned pole
inspection and maintenance program. Spot checking is a method of sampling
representative groups of poles on a system to determine the extent of pole decay and
to establish priority candidates for the pole maintenance measures of the program. A
general recommendation is to inspect a 1,000-pole sample, made up of continuous
pole line groupings of 50 to 100 poles in several areas of the system. The sample
should be representative of the poles in place. For instance, all the poles on a line
circuit or a map section should be inspected as a unit and not just the poles of a
certain age group. The inspection of the sample should be complete, consisting of
hammer sounding, boring, and excavation as described in Section 4. Field data
should be collected on the sample as to age, supplier, extent of decay, etc.
The data should be analyzed to determine the areas having the most severe decay
conditions and to establish priorities for a pole-by-pole inspection of the entire
system. It may be desirable to take additional samples on other portions or areas of
the system to determine if the severity of decay is significantly different to warrant the
establishment of an accelerated pole inspection and maintenance program for that
portion of the system. The results of the spot check will aid in scheduling a
continuous pole inspection and maintenance program at a rate commensurate with
the incidence of decay.
3.2 Scheduling the Inspection and Maintenance Program: If an ongoing maintenance
program is not in place, the suggested timing for initial pole-to-pole inspection and
subsequent re-inspection is shown in Table 3-1. Supplementary treatment is
performed where necessary after the initial inspection.

Decay Zone

Initial Inspection

Subsequent
Re-inspection

1
2&3
4&5

12 – 15 Yrs
10 – 12 Yrs
8 – 10 Yrs

12 Yrs
10 Yrs
8 Yrs

Percent of Total
Poles Inspected
Each Year
8.3%
10.0%
12.5%

TABLE 3-1 – Recommended Pole Inspection Schedules
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The vulnerability of poles to decay is generally proportionate to the decay zone in
which they are installed. As a general recommendation, the initial pole-by-pole
inspection program should be inaugurated at a yearly rate of 10 percent of the poles
on the entire system when the average age of the poles reaches 10 years. If a spot
check indicated that decay is advanced in 1 percent of the pole sample, the
inspection and maintenance program should be accelerated so that a higher
percentage of poles are inspected and treated sooner than the figures shown in
Table 3-1. If the decay rate is low for a particular decay zone or area of the system,
the pole-by-pole inspection can be adjusted accordingly. Historical inspection data
indicates that the ratio between the decaying/serviceable poles to reject poles in the
10-15 year age group is about six or more to one. In a 30-year age group, the ratio
was down to about one to one or less. In the latter group, the survivors have more
than sufficient residual preservative to protect them indefinitely. The poorly treated
poles in the 30-year old group usually have already decayed and been replaced.
The greatest economic benefit from regular inspection is in locating the decaying/
serviceable group. Treatment of poles in this group can extend pole life, thereby
avoiding the cost of emergency replacement. Inspection and proper maintenance
can more than pay dividends by extending the serviceable life of the poles. With the
costs of replacing poles rising, the economics of extending the service life become
more favorable.
3.3 Setting Up the Program: The pole-by-pole inspection and maintenance work
may be done by system employees or by contracting with an organization
specializing in this type of work. The choice should be made on the basis of the
amount of work to be done, availability, depth of trained people on staff, and a
comparison of the costs. Developing the necessary skills in the system’s own crews
may require considerable time and be contingent upon the availability of an
experienced inspector to train system employees. Therefore, qualified contract crews
may be preferable for this work in many instances. To be considered qualified, the
individual should have inspected, at a minimum, 5,000 poles under a qualified
inspector and another 5,000 poles independently, but under close supervision. When
the inspection program is underway, the work of the person chosen to inspect should
be checked every week or two by the system’s representative and the inspector’s
supervisor. The best way to check on inspector’s work is to select at random about
10 poles inspected in the last few weeks, and perform a complete re-inspection of the
10 poles. The re-inspection should include: re-excavating, removal of paper and
treatment, testing for hollow sounds, taking a boring, checking soft surface wood, remeasuring the pole, rechecking the calculations, then retreating and backfilling. If
any serious first inspection errors are discovered, all work performed by the
inspection between these spot checks should be re-inspected.
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replacements. If the reject rate is high, the system’s crews may not be able to
replace rejected poles in a reasonable time because of other work. The temporary
addition of skilled personnel for inspection or pole replacement may be required. It is
generally necessary to use at least one crew full time to keep up with the pole
inspector. An average pole inspector can check 150-200 poles per week or 800
poles per month. It is desirable to have one person responsible for supervision and
coordination.
3.4 Re-inspections: Information obtained during the first pole-y-pole inspection can
serve as the basis for scheduling subsequent inspections. It is recommended that a
re-inspection be made ever 8 to 12 years as mentioned in paragraph 3.2, according
to the decay zone and severity of decay. These recommendations should be
modified by personal experience, but the intervals should not be extended by more
than 3 years. It is advisable to recheck some poles which have been groundline
treated at intervals sooner than recommended in paragraph 3.2 to assure field
applied treatment is working properly and recommended time intervals for reinspection can be trusted.
4.
INSPECTION METHODS: There are varying types of inspection, each with a
different level of accuracy and cost. Inspection methods with low accuracy require
more frequent re-inspection than methods which are detailed and more accurate.
4.1 Visual Inspection: Visual inspection is the easiest and lowest cost method for
inspecting poles and has the lowest accuracy. Since most decay is underground or
internal, this method will not detect the majority of any existing decay. Obvious data
can be collected on each specific structure, such as the above ground relative
condition of the pole, crossarm, and hardware. However, because this method
misses the most crucial part of a true pole inspection and maintenance program, this
method is not recommended.
4.2 Sound and Bore: This method involves striking a pole with a hammer from
groundline to as high as the inspector can reach and detecting voids by a hollow
sound. An experienced inspector can tell a great deal about a pole by listening to the
sounds and noticing the feel of the hammer. The hammer rebounds more from a
solid pole than when hitting a section that has an internal decay pocket. The internal
pocket also causes a sound that is dull compared to the crisp sound of a solid pole
section.
Some inspection methods require all poles to be bored, while others require boring
only when decay is suspected. Boring is usually done with either an incremental
borer or power drill with a 3/8" bit. An experienced inspector will notice a change in
resistance against the drill when it contacts decayed wood. The shaving or the
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be analyzed for penetration and retention.
When voids are discovered, a shell thickness indicator can be used to measure the
extent of the voids. This information can be used to estimate the reduction in
strength caused by the void, as discussed in Section 8.
The effectiveness of the sound and bore method varies with different species. For
southern yellow pine poles, which represent a majority of the poles in North America,
decay normally is established first on the outside shell below ground. The decay
moves inward and then upward to sections above ground. By the time sound and
bore inspection methods can detect internal decay pockets above ground, the pole is
likely to have extensive deterioration below ground.
The sound and bore method is more effective with Douglas fir and western red cedar
poles. Decay on these poles is likely to begin internally near the groundline, or in the
case of Douglas fir, above the groundline. Therefore, sounding and boring can
identify at least some decay at a stage before the groundline section is severely
damaged.
All borings should be plugged with a treated wood plug which is properly sized for the
respective hole.
Sound and bore method is recommended for the inspection of Douglas fir and
western red cedar poles but should be used in combination with excavation for
southern pine poles.
4.3 Excavation: The effectiveness of the sound and bore inspection is greatly
increased when excavation is added to the process. Excavation exposes the most
susceptible section of the pole for inspection. For southern yellow pine, this is
particularly true since decay begins externally and below ground.
Poles should be excavated to a depth of 18 inches in most locations. Deep
excavation may be required in dry climates. After excavation, the exposed pole
surface should be scraped clean to detect early surface decay. The best results can
be obtained by using a triangular scraper.
Shell rot and external decay pockets should be removed from the pole using a
specially designed chipper tool. Axes or hatchets should never be used for this
application. The remaining pole section should be measured to determine if the pole
has sufficient strength with the reduced circumference. Tables 2, 3, and 4 on page
19, assist in determining the effectiveness.
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After complete inspection and application of preservative treatment, the pole is
backfilled by tamping every 6 to 8 inches of dirt at a time until the hole is filled. The
backfill should mound up around the pole to allow for future settling and drainage
away from the pole.
5.
ADDITIONAL INSPECTION TOOLS AND METHODS: Additional equipment
and methods are available which can be incorporated into the inspection process.
5.1 Shigometer: The Shigometer uses electrical resistance to detect incipient decay
before it can be detected with the human eye or sensed with a drill. During the decay
process, negative ions form in the infected wood and cause the electrical resistant to
lower. The Shigometer measures electrical resistance and detects incipient decay
when there are sudden drops in resistance readings.
The Shigometer employees test leads consisting of a twisted pair of insulated wires
with bare metal tips. Both metal tips are slowly inserted into a 7/64" diameter hole
bored into the pole. The instrument delivers an electric current pulse through the
probes each second. The resistance of the wood tissue is measured between the
contact points of the two tips.
By detecting incipient decay, the inspector can decide what further steps of
inspection and preservative treatments to take.
5.2 Poletest: Poletest is a sonic instrument developed through research funded by
the Electric Power Research Institute. During the development of this instrument,
spectral analyses of sound waves that traveled through cross sections at various
locations were compared to the actual breaking strength of poles. The end result of
the research is a field test device that provides a statistically reliable direct readout of
the strength of a pole at a specific cross section.
The intent of the Poletest instrument is to provide a strength assessment for
individual poles as opposed to assuming pole designated fiber stresses of the
American National Standards Institute (NASI) 05.1. However, Poletest is not a
substitute for traditional inspection because it does not detect decay, especially below
ground. Measured strength values can be used to assist in determining when pole
replacement is necessary.
5.3 De-K-Tector: The De-K-Tector and other waveform analysis instruments analyze
sound wave patterns as they travel through a cross section of a pole. A calibrated
mechanical striker impacts the pole and the sound wave or vibration wave caused by
the impact is sensed by an accelerometer on the opposite side of the poles.
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and low frequency components. Research has shown high frequencies are absorbed
more by decayed wood. Therefore, a reading with a low magnitude, high frequency
component would indicate a “questionable” pole because decay absorbed some of
the high frequency component before the waveform reaches the opposite side of the
pole. That pole would need further inspection by traditional methods.
6. RESULTS OF WOOD POLE INSPECTION
6.1 Inspection Results: Inspection results should be used to update pole plant
records, evaluate pole conditions, plan future inspection and maintenance actions,
and provide information for system map revisions. The inspection process will result
in identifying the condition of each individual distribution and transmission pole.
In general, ANSI C2, “National Electric Safety Code (NESC),” requires that if
structure strength deteriorates to the level of the overload factors required at
replacement, the structure shall be replaced or rehabilitated. The inspection results
should be replaced or rehabilitated. The inspection results should indicate if a pole is
“serviceable” or a “reject”.

6.1.1 A pole is considered “serviceable” under any of the following conditions:
a. Large portion of completely sound wood exists.
b. Early stages of decay which have not reduced the pole strength below NESC
requirements.
c. Pole condition is as stated in (1) or (2) but a defect in equipment may exist, such
as a broken ground or loose guy wire. Equipment defects should be subsequently
repaired.
6.1.2 Any pole that does not meet the above conditions should be classified as a
“reject”. Any of the following conditions are characteristics of rejects:
a. Decay, insect or mechanical damage has reduced pole strength at the groundline
below NESC requirements.
b. Severe woodpecker hole damage has weakened the pole such that it is
considered below NESC requirements.
c. Hazardous conditions exist above ground, such as split top.
6.1.3 Rejected poles may be classified further depending on the severity of the
deterioration and whether they are reinforceable:
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a. A “reinforceable reject” is any reject which is suitable for restoration of the
groundline bending capacity with an industry acceptable method of reinforcement.
b. A “replacement” candidate is a rejected pole which is not suitable for necessary
rehabilitation.
c. A “priority reject” is a reject pole that has such severe decay deterioration, it
should be removed as soon as possible.

7. REMEDIAL TREATMENT

7.1 The purpose of remedial treatment of a standing pole is to interrupt the
degradation by the addition of chemicals, such as pesticides, insecticides and
fungicides, thereby extending the useful life of the structure. Treatment may be
external groundline treatment or internal treatment.

7.2 Regulations and Licensing: Most states require applicators or job supervisors to
obtain a pesticide applicator license. Testing for this license includes a “basic skills
test” to show knowledge of the rules and regulations governing pesticides. Some
states also give a “category test” which is specific to wood poles and wood
preservation.
The uses of pesticides are classified by the United States Environmental Protection
Agency (EPA) as either “general” or “restricted”. A “general use” pesticide is not
likely to harm humans or the environment when used a directed on the label. These
pesticides may be purchased as applied without a pesticide applicator license.
However, a manufacturer may choose not to make a product available for purchase
by the general public.
A “restricted use” pesticide could cause human injury or environmental damage
unless it is applied by competent personnel (certified applicators) who have shown
their ability to use these pesticides safety and effectively. These wood preservatives
can only be purchased and applied by someone who has a pesticide applicator
license or whose immediate supervisor has a pesticide applicator license.
7.3 Groundline Treatment: All treated poles eventually lose resistance to decay, and
groundline treatment provides an economical extension of their useful life.
Experience has shown that groundline decay can be postponed almost indefinitely in
cases where periodic inspection and maintenance programs are in effect. Groundline
treatment is recommended under the following conditions:
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is not so far advanced that the pole has to be replaced or repaired.
b. Whenever a pole over 5 years old is reset, or
c. Whenever a used pole is installed as a replacement.
The two general types of external preservatives used for groundline treatment are either
waterborne or oilborne. The fungi-toxic components of waterborne preservatives are
water soluble while the oilborne preservatives carry oil soluble fungicides. There are
formulations that contain both waterborne and oilborne solutions.
Sodium fluoride is the most commonly used water soluble active ingredient in remedial
treatments. Historically, oilborne preservatives have included creosote and
pentachlorophenol. However, use of penta in supplemental preservatives appears to be
declining. In recent years, Copper Naphthenate has been used in external preservative
pastes. Boron has also been introduced as an ingredient in a groundline paste.
Before application of external preservatives, decayed wood should be stripped from the
pole and removed from the excavation. The preservative paste or grease is most
commonly brushed onto the pole. A polyethylene backed paper is then wrapped around
the treatment and stapled to the pole. The paper helps to facilitate the migration of the
preservative into the critical outer shell.
7.4 Internal Treatment: The three basic types of preservatives used for internal
treatment are liquids, fumigants, and solids.
7.4.1 Liquid Internal Preservative: Liquid internal preservatives should be applied by
pressurized injection through a series of borings that lead to internal decay pockets or
voids. Adequately saturating the pocket and surrounding wood should arrest existing
decay or insect attack and prevent further degradation for an extended time.
Liquid internal preservatives contain water soluble or oil soluble active ingredients.
Sodium fluoride is the principle active ingredient in the water based formulations.
Moisture that is present in the pole will help facilitate diffusion of the active ingredients
into the wood beyond a decay pocket.
Oil based internal preservatives most often incorporate Copper Naphthenate as an
active ingredient with fuel oil or mineral spirits as the solvents. Since Copper
Naphthenate is not soluble in water, it is likely to migrate into the surrounding wood only
as far as the oil will travel.
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developed for agricultural purposes. Applying fumigants to soil will effectively sterilize
the ground. Due to high levels of microorganisms and chemical activity in soil, the
fumigants will degrade fairly rapidly and dissipate so that new crops can be planted in a
short time.
These same fumigants do not degrade rapidly in wood and will remain affixed to sound
wood cell structure for many years. Fumigants have also been found to migrate
longitudinally in wood, several feet away from the point of application. This helps
control decay in a large section of the pole. When the vapors migrate into a decay void,
however, they may dissipate through associated checks and cracks. This reduces the
long term effectiveness and requires more frequent application.
Registered pole fumigants include Sodium N-methyldithiocarbamate (NaMDC),
Methylisothiocyanate (MITC), Chloropicrin and Vorlex. Vorlex has not yet been
commercially used for utility poles, since it requires a closed application system.
Chloropicrin is a very effective wood fumigant. However, the liquid has to be applied
from pressurized cylinders, and the applicator has to wear a full-face air respirator.
NaMDC and MITC are the most widely used wood pole fumigants. NaMDC is soluble in
water to a maximum amount of 32.7 percent. Treatment holes drilled in a wood pole
are filled with the aqueous solution so the appropriate dosage is applied.
Recommended dosages vary according to pole size. The NaMDC solution
decomposes and generates MITC as the main fungi-toxic ingredient. The maximum
theoretical amount of resultant MITC at ideal conditions is 18.5 percent by weight. The
MITC vapors then migrate up and down the pole to help control decay.
Pure MITC is a solid below 94ºF and contains 97 percent active ingredient. Solid MITC
sublimes directly into fumigant vapors. Avoiding the liquid stage helps to minimize loss
of fumigant during application through checks and cracks. MITC is packaged in vials to
facilitate installation. Just before placing the vial into a treatment hole, the cap is
removed. As with any fumigant, application holes should be plugged with pressure
treated plugs.
7.4.3 Solids: Currently, one solid preservative, a boron rod, is available in North
America as a supplemental preservative treatment for wood poles. However, the
American Wood Preservers’ Association (AWPA) Standards do not include borates for
ground contact applications like utility poles. Research and development continues in
evaluating formulations of borates with other compounds.
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7.5 Woodpecker Damage: Woodpecker damage is another problem that requires
attention. Many methods have been used in attempts to prevent such damage, but
nothing has been entirely successful.
It appears that a woodpecker selects a pole only by chance, and that the first hole
invites further attack by other woodpeckers. For these reasons, it is good maintenance
practice to seal up the smaller holes. Various materials are available for plugging the
holes, and a wire mesh can be used to cover the plugged hole as well as large areas of
a pole.
8. DETERMINING THE SERVICEABILITY OF DECAYED POLES
8.1 The decision to treat or replace a decayed pole depends upon the remaining
strength or serviceability of the pole. The permissible reduced circumference of a pole
is a good measure of serviceability. The following procedure may be used to assist in
determining if a pole should be replaced or reinforced.
8.2 Decay Classifications: Decay at the groundline should be classified as:
a.
b.
c.
d.

General external decay.
External pocket.
Hollow heart or
Enclosed pocket.

8.3 Permissible Reduced Circumference Safety Factors: Wood pole lines are designed
using designated fiber strengths and loads multiplied by an overload capacity factor
(OCF). For tangent structures the NESC prescribes on OCF “when installed” (new) for
Grade B construction (transmission lines) of 4.0 and requires replacement or
rehabilitation if the OCF reaches below 2.67. For Grade C construction (usual
distribution line grade of construction) the “when installed” OCF is 2.67 and replacement
or rehabilitated OCF is 1.33.
Using Tables 1 through 4, on pages 17 and 19 of this bulletin, will give assistance in
determining when replacement or rehabilitation is necessary. If the reduced
circumference indicates a pole at or below the “at replacement” OCF, the pole should
be replaced, splinted, stubbed immediately, or otherwise rehabilitated. Appendix A, of
this bulletin, shows the typical pole stubbing detail for distribution poles. Poles are
successfully rehabilitated using steel channels, fiberglass reinforcing and epoxy.
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8.4.1 General External Decay. After removing all decayed wood, measure the
circumference above and below the decayed section to determine the original
circumference. Then measure the reduced circumference at the decayed section. If
the line is built to Grade B construction (transmission), enter the original circumference
in the OCF 4.0 column of Table 1. Move right across from the original circumference
column of Table 1 until you find the reduced circumference. Once you find the reduced
circumference, read the OCF at the top of the column in which your reduced
circumference ended. If this OCF meets or exceeds the 2.67 OCF column, replacement
is not necessary. However, poles with values close to the minimum should be
monitored frequently to ensure that the poles OCF does not fall below the minimum.
For Grade C construction (usually distribution) enter Table 1 using the original
circumference in column 4, OCF 2.67. These poles have to stay above the values of
the OCF 1.33 column.
8.4.2 External Pockets. Remove decayed wood and make measurements of the depth
and width of the pocket. Measure the pole for the original circumference. Refer to
Table 2 to determine the circumference reduction. Enter Table 1 with the original
circumference and the reduced circumference to determine the current OCF.
8.4.3 Hollow Heart (Heart Rot). If hollow heart is found, determine the shell thickness
and measure the original circumference of the pole. Refer to Table 3 to determine the
circumference reduction. Enter Table 1 with the original circumference and the reduced
circumference to determine the current OCF.
To determine the shell thickness, bore three holes (preferably of 1/4 -3/8-inch diameter),
120º apart; measure the shell thickness at each hole, and average the measurements.
After shell thickness is determined, treat and plug holes with tightly fitting cylindrical
wood plugs that have been treated with preservative. No transmission pole should
remain in service with a shell thickness less than 3 inches.
8.4.4 Enclosed Pocket. An enclosed pocket is an off-center void as shown in Table 4,
and its diameter should be measured by boring holes as described in section 8.4.3.
Using the minimum thickness of the shell, refer to Table 4 for the reduction in
circumference. Measure the original circumference. Enter Table 1 with the original
circumference and the reduced circumference and determine the current OCF.
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Pole Circumference Overload Capacity Factors (OCF)
Original
Circumference
(Inches)

Reduced Circumference
(Inches)

OCF 4.0

OCF 3.5

OCF 3.0

OCF 2.67

OCF 2.5

OCF 2.0

OCF 1.5

OCF 1.33

30.0

28.7

27.3

26.1

25.6

23.8

21.6

20.7

31.0

29.7

28.2

27.0

26.5

24.6

22.3

21.4

32.0

30.6

29.1

27.8

27.4

25.4

23.0

22.1

33.0

31.6

30.0

28.7

28.3

26.2

23.8

22.8

34.0

32.5

30.9

29.6

29.1

27.0

24.5

23.5

35.0

33.5

31.8

30.5

29.9

27.8

25.2

24.2

36.0

34.4

32.7

31.4

30.8

28.6

25.9

24.9

37.0

35.4

33.6

32.3

31.6

29.4

26.6

25.6

38.0

36.3

34.5

33.1

32.5

30.2

27.4

26.3

39.0

37.3

35.4

34.0

33.3

31.0

28.1

27.0

40.0

38.3

36.3

34.9

34.2

31.8

28.8

27.7

41.0

39.2

37.3

35.8

35.1

32.5

29.5

28.4

42.0

40.2

38.2

36.7

35.9

33.3

30.2

29.0

43.0

41.1

39.1

37.5

36.8

34.1

31.0

29.7

44.0

42.1

40.0

38.4

37.6

34.9

31.7

30.4

45.0

43.0

40.9

39.3

38.5

35.7

32.4

31.1

46.0

44.0

41.8

40.2

39.3

36.5

33.1

31.8

47.0

45.0

42.7

41.0

40.2

37.3

33.8

32.5

48.0

45.9

43.6

41.9

41.0

38.1

34.6

33.2

49.0

46.9

44.5

42.8

41.9

38.9

35.3

33.9

50.0

47.8

45.4

43.6

42.7

39.7

36.0

34.6

51.0

48.8

46.3

44.5

43.6

40.5

36.7

35.3

52.0

49.7

47.2

45.4

44.5

41.3

37.4

36.0

53.0

50.7

48.2

46.3

45.3

42.1

38.2

36.7

54.0

51.6

49.1

47.1

46.2

42.9

38.9

37.4

55.0

52.6

50.0

48.0

47.0

43.7

39.6

38.1

56.0

53.6

50.9

48.9

47.9

44.4

40.3

38.7

57.0

54.5

51.8

49.8

48.7

45.2

41.0

39.4

58.0

55.5

52.7

50.6

49.6

46.0

41.8

40.1

59.0

56.4

53.6

51.5

50.4

46.8

42.5

40.8

60.0

57.4

54.5

52.4

51.3

47.6

43.2

41.5
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Table 2
Reduction in Measured Circumferences to Compensate for
External Pockets

depth
width

Pocket Width (ins)

1

2

3

4

5

6

Pocket Depth (ins)

1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

Measured
Circumference
Of Pole (ins)
20 to 30

1

1 2 -

-

2 2 3 -

-

-

30 to 40

1

1 1 2

-

1 2 2 3 3 2 3 4 4 4 2 4 5 5 6 3 5 6 7 8 5 7 8 9

-

40 to 50

1

1 1 2

2

1 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 4 4 2 3 4 5 6 3 4 5 6 7 3 5 6 7 8

50 to 60

1

1 1 2

2

1 2 2 3 3 2 3 3 4 4 2 3 3 4 5 3 4 4 5 6 3 4 5 6 7

Reduction in Circumferences (ins)
- 2 3 4 - - 3 4 5 - - 4 6 8 -

-

6 8 -

Table 3
Reduction in Measured Circumferences to Compensate
For Hollow Heart

Shell

Measured
Circumference
Of Pole (ins)
20 to 25

Minimum Thickness of Shell (ins)
2
1

2.5
-

3
-

3.5
-

4
-

4.5
-

25 to 30

2

1

-

-

-

-

30 to 35

3

2

1

-

-

-

35 to 40

4

3

2

1

-

-

40 to 35

5

4

3

2

1

-

40 to 45

7

5

4

3

2

1

Shell

Table 4
Reduction in Measured Circumferences to Compensate
For Enclosed Pockets

Diameter of Pocket (ins)
Shell Thickness (ins)
Measured Circumferences
Of Poles (ins)
20 to 30

3

4
1
2
3
1
Reduction in Circumferences (ins)

5
2

3

4

2

-

1

4

2

1

1

4

3

1

1

2

3

2

1

-

3

1

-

30 to 40

2

1

1

3

1

40 to 50

2

1

1

3

2
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2" Extra heavy pipe - 5" long
3/4" bolt
Ground Wire

A

Min. Total
Length
of Stub

30 - 0
35 - 0
40 - 0
45 - 0
50 - 0

5-0
5-0
5-0
5-0
5-0

10 - 6
11 - 0
11 - 6
12 - 6
13 - 0

dk

c
5/8" bolt

15°
01

6

4

dj

5

TYPE A

Relocate existing
ground wire to
avoid contact
with the wire
wrappings or
reinforcing bands.

1-0

j

1-0

5 7

"A" Minimum

6
"A" Minimum

c-d

dk
Do not bank
TYPE B

10 wraps of No. 6
steel wire with
ends doubled
back and fastened
with 3 staples or
as required.

4

c-d

5 7

12 gage - 2" steel
reinforcing band
Length as required

6

Length of
Pole

NOTES:
Use either wire wrapping or reinforcing band for stubbing material as required.
Position stub at side of pole (At right angle to direction of line and outisde of angle.)

ITEM

NO
REQ'D

c
c
d
j
dj
dk

2
2
4
4
4
4

MATERIAL

ITEM

Bolt, machine. 3/4" x required length
Bolt, machine. 5/8" x required length
Washer. 2 1/4" x 2 1/4" x 3/16". 13/16" hole
Screw, lag. 1/2" x 4"
Band, reinforcing. 12 gage x 2" x req'd length
Pipe spacer. 2" extra heavy x 5" long

01

NO
REQ'D

MATERIAL

Wire. No. 6 galvanized. as required.
Staples. as required.

STUB REINFORCING OF DISTRIBUTION
LINE POLES
SCALE : NTS

DATE : 02/20/95

M15
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Metric Conversion Factors
To Convert From

To

Multiply By

Foot (ft)
Inch (in)

Meter (m)
Centimeter (cm)

0.3048
2.54

Degrees Fahrenheit
(x°F)

Degrees Celsius
(°C)

5/9 (x° - 32)

Appendix C
Electric Utility Third-Party
Attachment Programs
Associated with this investigation, Staff reviewed AmerenUE’s programs for assessing
the impacts of third-party attachments to its utility poles. AmerenUE’s formalized audit
of third-party attachments began in 2001 and is operating on a five year cycle.
This program involves visual audits of third-party attachments on all AmerenUE poles to
identify attachments AmerenUE was not aware of and may be non-compliant.

All

attachments are followed up on and either confirmed to be acceptable without
modification or modified to be compliant. Compliance issues are assessed against NESC
requirements and can be either clearance or pole strength related. Most attachments are
assessed and found to be compliant; those that are not are typically in violation of
clearance requirements not pole strength requirements. AmerenUE uses a contractor to
assess third-party pole attachments.
AmerenUE completed the first cycle of its third-party attachment audits in January of this
year. As a result of these audits, AmerenUE identified approximately 47,000 violations.
Of these violations, 92% were at the pole versus midspan line clearance violations. Of
the identified pole violations, approximately 98 to 99% were clearance violations. The
small remaining percentage of violations was typically hardware related, and some of
these required structural analyses due to a large bundle being attached to the pole.

1

AmerenUE’s third-party attachment audits are structured to identify attachments to
AmerenUE’s utility poles that may not have been considered in existing calculations that
confirmed the pole’s acceptability for the loads it was intended to carry. Most third-party
attachments are compliant and their approval by AmerenUE is completed before they are
attached to the utility pole.
Any third-party that wishes to attach infrastructure to AmerenUE’s poles must first
determine what type of equipment and loads they plan to attach to AmerenUE’s poles.
The calculations to confirm that the loads on the pole do not exceed the pole’s allowable
stresses are certified by a professional engineer. They are then submitted to AmerenUE.
Only attachments approved through this process are permissible on AmerenUE’s poles.
Attached to the end of this appendix is an example pole attachment calculation package
provided by AmerenUE. The first page of this attachment explains the six labeled
attachments that follow the first page.

2

Ameren Pole Attachments
Post Attachment Audits
Ameren utilizes an independent contractor, Utilimap, to perform audits on 3 1d party
attachments on Ameren poles . Utilimap reports the results of the audits to Ameren via
email notification . Data is reviewed through Utilimap's web-based portal .
Attachment 1 is a screen shot of the web portal showing poles audited relating to permit
no . 2410 .
Attachment 2 is a copy of the location detail of the pole audited .
Attachment 3 is a copy of the violation detail associated with the attachment on the pole .
Attachment 4 is an actual field photo of the pole audited .
Attachment Pole Loading
Ameren also utilizes Utilimap to perform field inspection, structural analysis, and
recommended make-ready for all 3` d party attachment applications . Each pole attachment
is field measured and loaded into a pole loading program called O-Calc . The program
calculates the pole's structural loading with the proposed attachment added . In addition,
clearances are measured to verify compliance with the NESC . Any make-ready required
either due to loading or clearances is shown as a recommendation .
Attachment 5 is a copy of the analysis result summary reported back Ameren .
Attachment 6 is a copy of the O-Calc output for a particular pole on a permit application
showing the loading calculations, 3D image of pole with attachments and an actual field
photo of the pole .
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Ordinances and the appropriate utility requirements .
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Make Ready Recommendations
Power
Make Ready Recommendations CATV
PROPOSE 6M COMM GUY AT 21'03'
VVi TH 5' LEAD AT 0' . ATTACH CAN
AT 21'03' & SAG. LOWER EXISTING
CATV FROM 21' 03' TO 20' 03'
& RE-SAG.
PROPOSE 6M COMM GUY AT 21'11'
WITH 101 LEAD AT 55' . ATTACH CAN
AT 27 11' E SAG. LOWER EXISTING
CAN FROM 27 11' TO 21'11 & RE-SAG.
_

YES

ATTACH CATV AT 24' 09' d SAG

YES

YES
'
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AT 20' 02' WITH 10' LEAD AT 280' .
ATTACH CATV AT 2V 0Y & SAG .
LOWER EXISTING CAN
FROM 2V l V` TO 19 07 & RE-SAG .
LOWER PHONE FROM 1S 02'
TO 18' OZ & RE-SAG .
ATTACH CATV AT 18'W & SAG .
RE-SAG PHONE FRO MIDSPAN
CLEARANCE.
ATTACH CATV AT 19' 08' & SAG .
LOWER EXISTING CATV
FROM 19' 08 TO 18' 08' AND
FROM 21' 09' TO 18' 08' & RE-SAG .
LOWER PHONE FROM 21' 09'
TO 1T 05"& RE-SAG.
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Osmose O-Calc " Pole Loading Analysis Report
Group ID:
Pole ID :
Related To :

K6_6542
15_154835
PARENT
AUE 154835
6542
CA&E AMERICA
133

OWNER:

JOB #:
CLIENT :

EMPL . #:

Licensed To :

Pole Length / Class :
45 / 3
Pole Species :
SOUTHERN PINE
Groundline Fiber Stress (psi) :
8,000
Fiber Stress Height Reduction :
No
Structure Type :
ANGLE
Setting Depth (ft) :
7 .25
Allowable Moment at 0 .0 ft :
91,143

Maximum Capacity Utilization :

52 .7%

with

wind

at -103 .2„

at 0 .0

Groundline Capacity Utilization :
Vertical Buckling Capacity Utilization :

52 .7%
11 .9%

with

wind

at -103 .2„

at 0 .0

with

wind at -103 .2„

GROLNDLINE LOAD SUMMARY :**
Shear
Load
(lb)**
Power Conductors :
Comm . Cables :
Pole :
Crossarms :
Insulators :
Transformers :
Equipment :
Guy Wire Loads :
Guy Wire Reactions :
Pole Residual Load :
Pole Reserve Capacity :

Bending

Applied
Load

Moment
(lb-ft)

Power Conductors :

Phase

ACSR 110 AWG6 RAVEN
ACSR 110 AWG 6/1 RAVEN
ACSR 110 AWG 611 RAVEN
ACSR 110 AWG N1 RAVEN
ACSR 110 AWG6/1 RAVEN
ACSR 110 AWG611 RAVEN
ACSR 1/0 AWG6/1 RAVEN
DUPLEX 1/0
Totals : 8 Wires

Communication Cables :
PRO 625/PR0875
CATV500*1/4MESSENGER
Totals: 2 Wires

Printed: Wed 10-May-2006 04:21 PM

Owner

41 .6
44 .6
12 .7
0 .4
0 .4
0 .0
0 .2
0 .0
0 .0
100 .0

NESC Standard

Utilimap

Extreme Wind :
Extreme Wind Speed (mph) :
Strength Factor :
Transverse Wind OLF :
Transverse Wire Tension OLF :
Longitudinal Wire Tension OLF :
Vertical Load OLF :

C
Heavy
0 .50
39 .53
4 .00
-103 .25

No
0 .85
1 .75
1 .30
1 .00
1 .90

ft
Wind at -103 .2„

ft
at 23 .3 ft

Moment 47,620 lb-ft at -109 .5„

10 .50" Ice + 39 .53 mph Wind at -103 .2„ Applied Moment 47,620 lb-ft at -109 .5„ Allowable Moment 91,143 lb-ft
Percent
Percent
Bending Vertical
Vertical
Total
Percent
Vertical Load Summary :

Percent

685
734
209
7
6
0
4
0
0
1,645

Code :
Construction Grade :
Loading District :
Ice Radial Thickness (in) :
Wind Speed Applied (mph) :
Wind Pressure (psf) :
Wind Angle (deg) :

of Applied
Moment*

of Pole
Capacity

51 .4
38 .0
7 .6

26 .9
19 .9
4 .0
0 .3
0 .2
0 .0
1 .0
0 .0
0 .0
52,2
47 .8

24,473
18,113
3,640
268
220
0
905
0

0 .6
0 .5
0 .0
1 .9
0 .0

0
47,620
43,523

0 .0
100 .0

Stress
(psi)

Load
(lb)

1,826
1,351
272
20
16
0
68
0
0
3,553
3 .247

-417
-384
-2,182
-190
-139
0
-171
0
0
-3 .482

Stress

Stress

(psi)

(psi)

-4
-4
-20
-2
-1
0
-2
0
0
-32

of Pole
Capacity

-1,830

26 .9
19 .9
4 .3
0 .3
0 .3
0 .0
1 .0
0 .0
0 .0
52 .7
47 .3

-1,355
-292
-22
-18
0
-69
0
0
-3,585
3,215

Attach
Height
(ft)
36 .75
36 .75
36 .25
36 .25
36 .25
36 .25
32 .83
32 .83

Left
Sag
(ft)
4 .65
4 .65
4 .65
4 .65
-

Right
Sag
(ft)
0 .74
0 .74
0 .74
0.55
6 .55

Horiz.
Offset
(in)
13 .92
13 .60
46 .28
46 .28
48 .27
43 .88
13 .78
14 .05

Cable
Dia .
(in)
0 .398
0 .398
0 .398
0 .398
0 .398
0.398
0 .398
0 .954

Cable
weight
(lb/ft)
0 .145
0 .145
0 .145
0 .145
0 .145
0 .145
0 .145
0 .260

Left
Span
(ft)
105 .0
105 .0
105 .0
105 .0
-

Left
Angle
(deg)
0 .0
0 .0
0 .0
0 .0
-

Left
Tension
(I b)
209
209
209
209
-

Right
Span
(ft)

Attach
Height
(ft)
24,75
23 .75

Left
Sag
(ft)
3 .28
6 .01

Right
Sag
(ft)
0 .39
0 .70

Horis.
Offset
(in)
5 .24
4 .89

Cable
Dia,
(in)
1 .63
0 .81

Cable
Weight
(lb/ft)
0 .513
0 .214

Left
Span
(ft)
105 .0
105 .0

Left
Angle
(deg)
0 .0
0 .0

Left
Tension
(lb)
772
237

Version : 3 .4

Page I

Buckling Constant :
Buckling Column Height (ft) :
Buckling Section Height (% Col . Hgt.) :
Buckling Section Diameter (in) :
Min. Buckling Diameter at GL (in) :
Diameter at Tip (in) :
Diameter at GL (in) :
Modulus of Elasticity (psi) :
Buckling Load Capacity at Height (lb) :
Buckling Load Applied at Height (Ib) :
Buckling Load Margin of Safety:

36 .0
36 .0
36 .0
36 .0
36 0

Right
Angle
(deg)
-25 .0
-25 .0
-25 .0
-25 .0
-25 .0

Right
Tension
(lb)
155
155
155
209
30

Tension
Moment
(lb-ft)**
3,334
709
3,288
3,288
699
699
3,833
123
15,973

Right
Span
(ft)
36 .1)
36 .0

Right
Angle
(deg)
-25 .0
-25 .0

Right
Tension
(lb)
772
237

Tension
Moment
(lb-ft)**
10,672
3,144
13,816

Offset
Moment
(lb-ft)**
27
-4
-194
270
71
-88
102
44
228
Offset
Moment
(lb-ft)**
101
53
154

2 .00
23 .31
33 .51
10 .86
7 .30
._
II ,Q
1,600,000
29,319
3,482
7 .42

Wind
Moment
(lb-ft)**
1,444
526
1,424
1,424
519
519
1,759
656
8,271

Moment
at GL
(lb-ft)**
4,805
1,230
4,519
4,982
1,289
1,131
5,694
823
24,473

Wind
Moment
(lb-ft)**
2,495
1,648
4,143

Moment
at GI.
(lb-ft)**
13,269
4,845
18,114

* not including Guy Wire Tension ** includes Overload Factor(s)

Osmose O-Calc

r.,

Pole Loading Analysis Report
K66542
15_154835
PARENT

Group ID :
Pole ID :
Related To :

AUE 154835
6542
CABLE AMERICA

OWNER :
JOB #:
CLIENT :
EMPL . #:

133

Crossarms :

Owner

1)CROSSARM31/2 X41/2 X 8
2) CROSSARM 3112 X 41/2 X 8
Totals : 2Crossarms

Insulators :

Owner

Dead End Insulator, 6"
Dead End Insulator, 6"
Dead EndInsulator ,6"
Dead End Insulator, 6'
Dead End Insulator, 6'
Dead End Insulator, 6'
Post Insulator
Totals : 7 Insulators

Equipment

:

LIGHT SUPPORT
LIGHT BULB
Totals : 2Equipment

Owner

Pole Length / Class :
45 / 3
Pole Species :
SOUTHERN PINE
Groundline Fiber Stress (psi) :
8,000
Fiber Stress Height Reduction :
No
Structure Type :
ANGLE
Setting Depth (ft) :
7 .25
Allowable Moment at 0 .0 ft :
91,143

Licensed To : Utilimap
Code :
Construction Grade :
Loading District :
Ice Radial Thickness (in) :
Wind Speed Applied (mph) :
Wind Pressure (psf) :
Wind Angle (deg) :

Attach
Height
(ft)
36 .25
36 .25

Horiz .
Offset
(in)
6 .50
6 .50

Gap to
Pole
(in)
1 .00
1 .00

Offset
Angle
(dee)
180
.0
0 .0

Rotate
Angle
(dee)
180 .0
0A

Incline
Angle
(deg)
0 .0
0 .0

Unit
Weight
(lb)
50 .0
50 .0
100.0

Unit
Height
(in)
4 .50
4 .50

Attach
Height
(ft)
36.75
36.75
36_'5
36.25
36.25
36,25
32 .83

Horiz .
Offset
(in)
8 .22
8 .22
44 .19
44 .19
44 .19
44 .19
8 .83

Cap to
Pole
(in)
3 .00
3 .00
38 .94
38 .94
38 .94
38 .94
3 .00

Offset
Angle
(deg)
180 .0
0 .0
108 .1
-108 .1
"71 .9
71 .9
-90 .0

Rotate
Angle
(deg)
-90 .0
65 .0
270 .0
270 .0
65 .0
65 .0
0 .0

Incline
Angle
(deg)
90 .0
90 .0
90,0
90 .0
90 .0
90 .0
90 .0

Unit
Weight
(lb)
10 .5
10 .5
10 .5
10 .5
10 .5
10 .5
10 .0
73.0

Unit
Height
(in)
.()0
l1
11 .00
11 .00
11 .00
11 .00
11 .00
9 .50

Attach
Height
(ft)
30 .42
30 .42

Horiz.
Offset
(in)
36 .00
72 .00

Gap to
Pole
(in)
29 .91
63 .41

Offset
Angle
(deg)
-105 (1
-105 0

Rotate
Angle
(deg)
165 .0
0 .0

Incline
Angle
(deg)
0 0
0 0

Unit
Weight
(lb)
40 .0
50 .0
90.0

Unit
Height
(in)
-

NESC Standard
C
Heavy
0 .50
39 .53
4 .00
-103 .25

Unit
Width
(in)
3 .50
3 .50

Unit
Width
(in)
-

Unit
Diameter
(in)
-

Extreme Wind :

No

Extreme Wind Speed (mph) :
Strength Factor :
Transverse Wind OLF :
Transverse Wire Tension OLF :
Longitudinal Wire Tension OLF :
Vertical Load OLF :

Unit
Length
(in)
96 .00
96 .00

Shape
Factor
1 .6
1 .6

Unit
Diameter
(in)
3 .00
3 .00
3 .00
3 .00
3 .00
3 .00
3 .75

Shape
Factor

Unit
Unit
Diameter Length
(in)
(in)
4 .00
72_00
1) 00
6 .440

Shape
Factor

1 .0
1 .0
1 .0
1 .0
1 .0
1 .0
1 .0

1 .0
1 .0

Wind
Moment
pb-ft)**
134
134
268

Moment
at GL
fib-ft)**
151
117
268

Offset
Moment
(lb-ft)**
5
-5
-58
73
58
-73
13
13

Wind
Moment
(lb-ft)**
26
24
25
25
24
24
59
207

Moment
at GL
(lb-ft)**
30
20
-33
99
82
-50
72
220

Offset
Moment
(Ib-ft)**
227
568
796

Wind
Moment
(lb-ft)**
17
92
110

Moment
at GL
(lb-ft)**
245
661
905

38" 42 .218
-90' 27 .736

Version : 3 .4

Page 2

1 .90

Offset
Moment
(lb-ft)**
17
-17
0

Pole Notes :

Printed : Wed 10-May-2006 04 :21 PM

0 .85
1 .75
1 .30
1 .00

' not including Guy Wire Tension " includes Overload Factor(s)

Group : K6_6542
Pole : 15 154835

Appendix D
Draft Vegetation
Management Reporting
Rule
Title 4 – DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Division 240 – Public Service commission
Chapter 3 – Filing and Reporting Requirements
PROPOSED RULE
4 CSR 240-3.191 Electric Utility Vegetation Management Reporting and Plan
Submission Requirements
(1) Annual submission of performance report. Commencing on January 1, 200X,
each electric utility shall accumulate the following information for each calendar year
and annually transmit it to the manager of the Energy Department of the commission,
or his/her designee, no later than the last business day of February in the following
calendar year.
(A) Contents of report. A summary report detailing all activities conducted
during the calendar year related to vegetation management.
1. The report shall segregate the activities based on circuit voltage
groupings. These groupings shall be used to differentiate between
transmission and distribution.
2. The report shall include circuit-miles affected by vegetation
management activities during the calendar year for each grouping. [The
circuit-miles reported should be expressed as the physical length of the
affected circuits within the grouping and also as a percentage of the total
length of circuits for that grouping.]
3. The report shall include expenses incurred and techniques utilized (e.g.,
chemical, mechanical, or other methods) for overall vegetation
management activities.
4. The information for section 1.(A).1,1(A),2, and 1(A).5 shall be reported
for the entire electric utility system (Missouri jurisdiction) and also
reported by regional/district/division operating areas, if the utility is
divided into regions/districts/divisions.
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5. The report shall provide detailed information regarding the extent of
vegetation management and tree removals on both the utility system rightof-way and off the utility system right-of-way (adjacent to the utility
system right-of-way).
(B) A summary report detailing the electric utility’s criteria for assessing the
effectiveness of the vegetation management plan and the results of those
assessments.
(C) The summary report required by Section (1)(A) shall include a
comparison of vegetation management activities scheduled for the calendar
year and the actual vegetation management activities completed.
(D) A summary report detailing total customer outages during the calendar
year that are attributable to vegetation interference, excluding major storm
events. The information shall be reported for the entire electric utility system
(Missouri jurisdiction) and also reported by regional/district/division
operating areas, if the utility is divided into regions/districts/divisions.
(2) Annual submission of plan. Commencing on January 1, 200X, each electric utility
shall prepare the following information for each calendar year and annually transmit
it to the manager of the Energy Department of the commission, or his/her designee,
no later than the last business day of December in the preceding calendar year.
(A) Contents of plan. A summary report detailing all scheduled vegetation
management activities for the following calendar year including affected
circuit-miles, budgeted expenses, and methods to be utilized for vegetation
management. The report information shall be limited to distribution facilities.
The information shall be reported for the entire electric utility system
(Missouri jurisdiction) and also reported by regional/district/division
operating areas, if the utility is divided into regions/districts/divisions.
Transmission system information shall be reported by each utility submitting a
copy of FERC report FAC-003-1.
(3) Field inspections. All electric utilities shall participate in joint field inspections of
vegetation management activities, as requested by the staff of the commission. These
field inspections may include vegetation management activities in progress and
locations of completed vegetation management activities.
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Appendix E
Draft Infrastructure
Inspection Reporting Rule
Title 4 – DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Division 240 – Public Service Commission
Chapter 3 – Filing and Reporting Requirements
PROPOSED RULE
4 CSR 240-3.192 Electric Utility Infrastructure Inspection and Maintenance Plan
Submission Requirements
(1) Submission of plan. Each electric utility shall adopt and annually transmit to the
manager of the Energy Department of the commission, or his/her designee, no later than
the last business day of February a written program for inspecting and maintaining its
electric supply lines and substations (excluding generating stations), for the current year,
in order to determine the necessity for replacement, maintenance and repair. If the plan is
amended or altered, revised copies of the appropriate plan pages shall be submitted.
(2) Annual report. Each utility shall include as part of its annual report to the
commission staff an analysis and certification of compliance with each area of the
inspection plan for the previous year’s plan or a detailed statement on areas of
noncompliance to the previous year’s plan
(3) Contents of plan. The inspection plan shall include the following elements:
(A) General. A listing of all counties or parts of counties in which the utility has
electric supply lines in Missouri. If the utility has district or regional offices
responsible for implementation of a portion of the plan, the addresses of those
offices and a description of the territory for which they are responsible shall also
be included.
(B) Inspection of lines, poles, and substations.
1. Inspection schedules. The plan shall contain a schedule for the periodic
inspection of the various units of the utility’s electric plant. The period
between inspections shall be based on accepted good practice in the
industry, but shall not exceed twelve years for any given line or piece of
equipment.
2. Inspection coverage. The plan shall provide for the inspection of all
supply line and substation units, of primary voltage, within the adopted
inspection periods and shall include a complete listing of all categories of
items to be checked during an inspection.
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3. Instructions to inspectors. Copies of instructions or guide materials
used by utility inspectors in determining whether a facility is in acceptable
condition or in need of corrective action or further investigation.
(4) Records. Each utility shall keep sufficient records to demonstrate compliance with its
inspection programs. For each inspection unit, the records of line, pole, and substation
inspections shall include the inspection date(s), the findings of the inspection, and the
disposition or scheduling of repairs or maintenance found necessary during the
inspection. The record shall be kept until two years after the next periodic inspection is
completed or until all necessary repairs or maintenance are completed, whichever is
longer.
(5) Conduct of inspections. Inspections shall be conducted in a manner conducive to the
identification of safety, maintenance, and reliability concerns or needs.
(6) Correction of problems found during inspections. Corrective action shall be taken
within a reasonable period of time on all potentially hazardous conditions, instances of
safety code noncompliance, maintenance needs, potential threats to safety and reliability,
or other concerns identified during inspections. Hazardous conditions shall be corrected
promptly.
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Appendix F
Draft Reliability
Reporting Rule
Title 4 – DEPARTMENT OF ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
Division 240 – Public Service commission
Chapter 3 – Filing and Reporting Requirements
PROPOSED RULE
4 CSR 240-3.193 Electric Utility System Reliability Monitoring and Reporting
Submission Requirements
(1) Annual submission of report. Commencing on January 1, 200X, each electric
utility shall accumulate the following information (on a monthly basis) for each
calendar year and annually transmit it to the manager of the Energy Department of the
commission, or his/her designee, no later than the last business day of April in the
following calendar year.
(A) Contents of report. System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI)
which reflects the average frequency of service interruptions in number of
occurrences per customer and is defined as the total number of customer
interruptions for the period covered divided by the total number of customers
served.
(B) Customer Average Interruption Frequency Index (CAIFI) which reflects
the average number of interruptions per customer interrupted and is defined as
the total number of customer interruptions for the period covered divided by
the total number of customers affected.
(C) System Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI) which reflects the
average interruption in hours or minutes per customer served for the period
covered and is defined as the sum of all customer interruption durations
divided by the total number of customers served.
(D) Customer Average Interruption Duration Index (CAIDI) which reflects
the average interruption duration and is defined as the sum of all customer
interruption durations divided by the total number of customers interrupted.
(2) The information required by Section (1) shall be submitted electronically in
tabular and graphical formats.
(3) The information required by Section (1) shall be submitted unadjusted and
adjusted to exclude major storm events per IEEE Standard 1366, IEEE Guide for
Electric Power Distribution Reliability Indices.
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(4) The information required by Section (1) shall be reported for the entire electric
utility system (Missouri jurisdiction).
(5) Interruptions not to be reported. The following interruption causes shall not be
included in the calculation of the reliability indices required by Section (1):
(A) Interruptions initiated pursuant to the provisions of an interruptible service
tariff or contract and affecting only those customers taking electric service
under such tariff or contract;
(B) Interruptions due to nonpayment of a bill;
(C) Interruptions due to tampering with service equipment;
(D) Interruptions due to denied access to service equipment located on the
affected customer’s private property;
(E) Interruptions due to hazardous conditions located on the affected
customer’s private property;
(F) Interruptions due to a request by the affected customer;
(G) Interruptions due to a request by a law enforcement agency, fire
department, other governmental agency responsible for public welfare, or any
agency or authority responsible for bulk power system security or reliability;
or
(H) Interruptions caused by the failure of a customer’s equipment; the
operation of a customer’s equipment in a manner inconsistent with law, an
approved tariff, rule, regulation, or an agreement between the customer and
the electric utility; or the failure of a customer to take a required action that
would have avoided the interruption, such as failing to notify the company of
an increase in load when required to do so by a tariff or contract.
(6) Worst performing circuits. Each electric utility shall establish and maintain a
program for identifying and analyzing its worst performing circuits during the course
of each calendar year. The program shall include, but should not be limited to, an
analysis of the top 5% worst performing circuits for the entire electric utility system
(Missouri jurisdiction). The worst performing circuits shall be identified and ranked
using SAIFI values computed for each circuit, adjusted to exclude major storm events
per IEEE Standard 1366, IEEE Guide for Electric Power Distribution Reliability
Indices and in any other manner chosen by the utility. The SAIDI value for each
circuit shall also be listed.
(7) The information developed in accordance with Section (6) shall be reported for
each calendar year to the manager of the Energy Department of the commission, or
his/her designee, no later than the last business day of April in the following calendar
year. This report shall also include actions taken (or planned) to improve the
performance of the circuits identified in Section (6).
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(8) Multi-year worst performing circuit reporting. For subsequent years, following
calendar year 200X, the performance of the circuits reported in accordance with
Section (7) for the three (3) previous calendar years (as developed) will be reported to
the manager of the Energy Department of the commission, or his/her designee, no
later than the last business day of April in the following calendar year. If a circuit is
on the worst performing circuit list, submitted in accordance with Section (7), for
three (3) consecutive calendar years; the electric utility shall include detailed plans
and schedules for improving the performance of that circuit in the annual report
required by Section (7). Such plans and schedules may vary from circuit to circuit
based on differences in geography or other local conditions, customer density and
cost considerations.
(9) Reliability improvement programs. Commencing on January 1, 200X, each
electric utility shall prepare the following information for each calendar year and
annually transmit it to the manager of the Energy Department of the commission, or
his/her designee, no later than the last business day of December in the preceding
calendar year.
(A) Contents of plan. A summary report detailing all programs scheduled for
the following calendar year designed to maintain or improve service
reliability. The information shall be reported by regional/district/division
operating areas, if the utility is divided into regions/districts/divisions. This
report shall include funding levels and the status of each of these programs.
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Appendix G
Pictures

(Courtesy: Ameren)

(Courtesy: Ameren)

(Courtesy: Ameren)

(Courtesy: Channel 4, St. Louis)

1

Part of Lambert Terminal Roof on I-70
(Courtesy: Channel 4, St. Louis)

Switzer Bldg. in Laclede’s Landing
(Courtesy: Ameren)

(Courtesy: Ameren)

(Courtesy: Ameren)

Tipped Rail Cars on Bridge
(Courtesy: Ameren)

(Courtesy: National Weather Service)
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(Courtesy: National Weather Service)

(Courtesy: Mr. Daniel Schesch)

July 19th Storm Approaching St. Louis
(Courtesy: National Weather Service)

July 21st Storm Approaching St. Louis
(Courtesy: National Weather Service)

(Courtesy: Ameren)

Manufactured Home on Highway
(Courtesy: Channel 4, St. Louis)
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APPENDIX H
NEWSPAPER
ARTICLES

1

Friday, July 21, 2006
St. Louis Post-Dispatch

2

3

4

5

6

Tuesday, July 25, 2006 7
St. Louis Post-Dispatch
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